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 THE ACCENTUATION OF RUSSIAN WORDS

 MORRIS HALLE

 Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 This paper reviews the accentual patterns found in the various inflectional
 paradigms of Russian and develops a number of rules to characterize these pat-
 terns. It then surveys the most common accentual patterns found in different types
 of word formation, and discusses the manner in which the rules developed in the
 first part of the paper account for these patterns. A number of theoretical issues
 in phonology (cyclic rule application, the role of disjunctive ordering, etc.) are
 briefly discussed, as are certain accentual phenomena in other, mainly Slavic,
 languages.*

 One of the ideas that has guided me in this work was originally advanced by
 Jakobson 1963 and expanded in Jakobson 1965. In somewhat simplified terms,
 the idea is that the historical evolution of the Slavic accentual system can best be
 understood if we assume that originally the Slavic word had a pitch contour
 much like that of the word in certain dialects of modern Japanese. There the
 word is divided into two parts: an initial high-pitched portion and a final low-
 pitched (or neutral) portion. In order to specify the pitch contour of a Japanese
 word, therefore, only one vowel need be marked, namely the last vowel having
 high pitch. Once it is marked, a simple pitch distribution rule, assigning high
 pitch to this vowel and to all vowels preceding it, yields the correct pitch con-
 tour. The rules assigning the initial marking to the word are part of the morpho-
 logical component of the language, because the place of the 'pitch break' is
 determined by other factors than the phonological composition of the word.
 Factors that characteristically enter here are the lexical category of the word
 (is it a noun, a verb, or an adjective?) as well as idiosyncratic features of the
 individual morphemes that compose the word.

 It was, of course, not Jakobson's intention to argue that Japanese and Slavic
 had identical prosodic systems; his point was, rather, that certain properties
 that stand out clearly in the Japanese prosodic system also function (albeit in a
 somewhat more obscure fashion) in the prosodic system of Slavic. The main
 properties that both systems share are two. First, in both systems the prosodic
 contour of a word is determined by two separate sets of rules, of which one part
 belongs to the morphological component, the other to the phonological com-
 ponent. Second-and this is a much more specific similarity between the two
 systems-in both languages the prosodic contour of a word consists of at most
 two distinct parts: an initial portion in which all vowels are marked, and a final
 portion in which all vowels are unmarked; one of these two portions may be
 missing. A sequence containing n vowels may, therefore, have at most n+1
 distinct prosodic contours. In Halle 1971a I have tried to show that Jakobson's
 proposal provides a basis for a correct solution of a number of fairly complex

 * This work was supported in part by grants from the National Institutes of Health
 (5 T01 HD00111-08) and the National Institutes of Mental Health (2 P01 MH13390-06). In
 preparing this paper I have benefitted from discussions with E. W. Browne, R. Jakobson and
 H. G. Lunt; I am grateful for their help.
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 prosodic phenomena in various Slavic languages. In the present study I utilize
 the ideas just sketched in an attempt to characterize a fair variety of accentual
 phenomena of modern Russian. I hope, moreover, that the results also shed
 some light on certain theoretical issues that are at present in contention-in
 particular, the nature of the rules in the word-formation (morphological) com-
 ponent and the question of the role which constituent structure plays in phonol-
 ogy.

 1. In this first part of the paper, I shall assume that each word of the language
 is subject to a set of early rules which may or may not assign the feature [+ Stress]
 to some vowel in the word. How these rules function is the main subject of ??2-5
 below. At a fairly early point in the phonological component I postulate the
 S-DISTRIBUTION rule. This rule applies to every word having a vowel with the
 feature [+Stress], and distributes this feature to every vowel that precedes the
 stressed vowel. The S-Distribution rule will, therefore, change a string in the
 following manner (brackets indicate phonological or phonetic transcription, as
 opposed to transliteration):

 (1) [kol,eb+a+l+a] - [k61,6b+-+l+a] 'rocked' (f.)
 A much later rule, which I shall call the DESTESSING rule, will then destress
 all but the last stressed vowel in the word.

 Words which have remained thus far without stress are handled next. They
 are subject to the CIRCUMFLEX rule, which assigns stress to the initial syllable
 of such words. Here-in modem Russian quite irregularly, in Medieval Russian
 with complete regularity (cf. ?2.2 below)-the word is taken to include the
 clitics that adjoin it.1

 Subsequent to the Destressing and the Circumflex rules, stressless vowels
 undergo NEUTRALIZATION, the effects of which differ from dialect to dialect.
 In the literary dialect, as well as in most dialects spoken in an area south of the
 latitude of Moscow, neutralization consists of a merger of all non-high vowels
 into a single vowel. This phenomenon, known as AKAN'E, is the only type of
 vowel neutralization of interest here.

 The procedure just sketched for assigning stress may appear excessively
 cumbersome and roundabout. The next task, therefore, is to show that this
 extra machinery does something for us. The first fact that may be brought up
 in this connection is that, when a potentially stressed vowel is deleted in Russian,
 the stress of the word is normally found on the preceding vowel. Observe that
 this need not be the case: the stress might migrate to any other vowel of the word,
 or the deletion might result in a stressless word. The facts of Russian, however,
 are as stated above. This interesting regularity is implicit in the rules just pro-
 posed, provided only that the deletion rules precede the Destressing rule. This

 1 In Halle 1971a I combined the Destressing rule and the Circumflex rules into a single
 Stress rule. The evidence in favor of this treatment was provided by Serbo-Croatian and
 Slovenian, where stressed vowels exhibit various types of pitch variations. The absence of
 such pitch variations in Russian makes it difficult to justify such a solution for Russian.
 It should, however, be noted that formally (though not substantively) the Russian rules
 are identical to those of the South Slavic languages.
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 [kol,eb+a+l+a] [kol,eb+a+e+t,e]
 S-ASSIGN S S
 S-DISTR S S S S
 VOWEL TRUNC 0
 DESTRESS -S-S -S
 CIRCUM

 AKAN'E ai a i i
 OTHER RULES

 OUTPUT [kal,ibIla] 'rocked' (f. past) [kal, bl,it,i] 'rock' (2pl. present)
 TABLE 1

 can readily be seen by comparing the derivations of the two forms in Table 1.
 These two forms-f.sg. past and 2pl. present-are formed by adding different
 suffixes to the same stem. Russian words are subject to VOWEL TRUNCATION, a
 rule which deletes a morpheme-final vowel in position before a vowel (see Jakob-
 son 1948). Since the present-tense morphemes in Russian are vowels, while the
 past-tense morpheme is the consonant -1-, we expect Vowel Truncation to apply
 in the present tense, but not in the past. An immediate corollary is that when
 the stress in the past tense falls on the vowel that is truncated in the present
 tense, the stress in the present will be shifted by one syllable to the beginning of
 the word, relative to its location in the past tense.

 The same leftward movement of the stress from a potentially stressed vowel
 that has been deleted can be seen in connection with the treatment of the so-

 called YERS. As shown by Lightner 1972, it is necessary to assume that two vowels
 (called yers) figure in underlying representations of Russian words-one back
 [a], one front [L]. These do not appear on the surface: before a syllable with
 another yer, they are converted to [e/o]; everywhere else they are deleted.2 As a
 result we get the stress shifts illustrated in Table 2.

 A further set of facts that finds a ready explanation if the above solution of
 stress assignment is adopted is a well-known dialectal phenomenon. In certain
 dialects spoken in the region of Rjazan' (cf., e.g., Vysotskij 1949) there are two
 types of o-sound in stressed position; one is a mid vowel [6], as in Fr. beau, and
 the other a low vowel [o], as in Eng. law. It has long been known that the mid
 vowel [6] in this dialect derives historically from an original [o] under 'acute or
 neo-acute' accent, whereas the low vowel [o] is the reflex either of original [o]
 NOT under acute or neo-acute accent, or of an original yer (see Kurylowicz
 1962:34-5). Vowels that in traditional descriptions have been said to be 'under
 the acute accent' correspond in the present description to vowels that are
 marked [+Stress] either in the lexicon or by a very early rule. Vowels that tra-
 ditionally have been said to be 'under the neo-acute accent' correspond (cf. the
 discussion in Jakobson 1963:163-4) to vowels in position before acute vowels.
 It should be noted that the mid vowel [6] derives only from acute or neo-acute
 [o] that appears under stress in the output. The reason for this is that the dia-
 lect under discussion is subject to Akan'e, which (as stated above) neutralizes
 all distinctions among non-high vowels that are without stress.

 The facts just sketched can readily be captured within the framework de-

 2 I leave unresolved here the question as to the phonetic nature of the yers.
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 [korol, +-] [korol,+a] [na+jnm+r] [na+jim+a]
 S-ASSIGN S S S S
 S-DISTR S S S S S S
 YER 0 o 0 0
 CIRCUM
 DESTRESS -S -S-S -S
 AKAN'E a a a a

 O ''TFUT [kar61,] [karal,a] [naj6m] [najma]
 'king' 'king' 'hire' (nom. sg.) 'hire' (gen. sg.)
 (nom. sg.) (gen. sg.)

 TABLE 2

 [korol, + ] [gorox+%] [kryl+o] [porox+%] [sin+%]
 S-ASSIGN S S S - S
 S-DISTR S S S S - S
 NEO-ACUTE 66 66 6 -
 YER 0 0 0 0
 DESTRESS -S -S -S -
 CIRCUM - - S a
 AKAN'E a a a-

 OUTPUT [kar6l,] [gar6x] [kryl6] [p6rax] [s6n]
 'king' 'pea' 'wing' 'powder' 'dream'

 TABLE 3

 veloped above. All that is required is that we add to the description the NEO-
 ACUTE rule which turns stressed [o] into [6]. Provided this Neo-acute rule is
 ordered after S-Distribution, but before the Yer rules, and (hence also) before
 the Akan'e rule, the dialectal peculiarities just discussed are properly accounted
 for as shown in Table 3.

 2. The next task is to examine in some detail the accentual alternations found

 in the different inflectional paradigms. I shall discuss here first those found in
 noun declension.' This examination will allow me to detail to some extent that

 complex of rules that up to this point have been hidden under the label S-As-
 signment. I shall find it necessary to postulate a number of separate rules and to
 organize the individual dictionary entries in a particular way. I shall then test
 the proposed system by examining the accentual patterns that emerge in the
 inflection of the adjectives and the verbs.

 2.1. As shown in Table 4,4 there are at least nine distinct accentual patterns
 in noun declension. The first and simplest pattern, to which about 90 percent
 of the nouns in the Russian dictionary belong, shows stress on the same vowel
 of the stem in all case forms. In the case of unsuffixed nouns, I shall assume that
 the majority of such noun stems contain a stressed vowel in their dictionary

 1 I discussed the accentuation of nouns in Halle 1970, but the present discussion differs
 from the earlier one in a number of points. I believe that the present formulation is superior
 to the earlier one, but I shall not present a detailed argument against the earlier formulation
 here.

 4 The figures in parentheses indicate the approximate number of items in each category.
 The figures are basically those given in Zaliznjak 1967, with a few corrections from Horace
 Lunt (personal communication).
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 (a) Stem in all forms.

 (b) Desinence in all forms.

 MASCULINE

 gor6x 'pea'
 avtomobfl I 'car'

 naidm 'hire' (11,400)

 WI6 'table'

 Zerfd 'turni' (1700)

 NEUTER

 kr4slo 'chair'
 zddnie 'building'
 izddtel'Istvo 'pub-

 lishing house'
 (4900)

 bofestu 'deity'
 oWIc 'pip, dot'

 (130)

 PFMININE
 cSOFT' CONS.

 gltipost'stupid-
 ity'p

 po8t61' 'bed'
 pe&ft' 'press'

 (3100)

 ljtsb6v'I 'love'
 gl,dl' I'thicket'

 (6)

 -a

 lcdrta 'card'
 kor6va 'coow'
 brigdda 'brigade'

 (10,700)

 gospoEd 'lady'
 'Zertd 'line'
 kco~ergd 'poker'

 (340)

 (cea) Initial, except deal-
 nential in loc. sg.

 (c/) Initial in sg., desi-
 nence elsewhere.

 (c,y) Initial in 8g. and nom.
 pl., desinence eise-
 where.

 dd 'hell'

 rdj 'paradise'
 pl6nt 'captivity' (30)

 v,6er 'evening'
 b6reg 'shore' (250)

 V6lk 'wolf'

 l6ed' 'swan'

 v.6los 'hair' (50)

 (c8) Initial amc. sg. and
 nom. pl.. desinence
 eisewhere.

 (ce)'lInitial nom. PI., dem1- gvdzd' 'nail'
 nence eisewhere. k6dn' 'horse' (5)

 (d) Pre-desinential in pl.,
 desinence elsewhere.

 kaz4k 'Cossack'

 lLtt (p1. list'ja) 'leaf'
 (14)

 Plai 'shoulder'
 tavrd 'brand' (3)

 borodd 'beard'

 rukd 'hand'

 gord 'mountain'
 (18)

 slcovorodd 'pan'
 gubd 'lip'
 elezd 'tear' (40)

 kolbasd 'sausage'
 zvezdd 'istar' (185)

 kiolesd'wheel'

 piB'md 'letter' (70)

 (e) Initial in ae. isg., pre-
 desinential in pl., des-
 inence elsewhere.

 k6los 'ear of grain' 6zwo 'lake'
 p6lox 'runner' zndmja 'banner'
 dbod 'rim' (5) (2)

 TABLE 4. Stress in noun inflection.

 entry. In historical studies of the Slavic accent, such stems have been referred to

 as acute. Given the rules developed to this point, such nouns will exhibit stress

 on the same vowel in all declensional forms, except where the inherently stressed

 vowel happens to be a yer. In those cases the stress will shift to pre-yer position,

 whenever the inherently stressed yer is deleted. Suffixed nouns will be treated

 in much the same fashion, except that I shall allow for the possibility that the

 process of suffixation may remove an inherent stress from the stem.

 This last remark also provides some insight into the way in which I propose to

 handle the remaining accentual paradigms. I propose to argue that the stems

 of nouns belonging to these paradigms are entered in the lexicon without inher-

 ent stress. The stress in these nouns will then be assigned by various rules,

 which now need to be studied in detail.

 The first class of nouns to be considered is made up of those that have tra-

 ditionally been termed oxytone; i.e., nouns which in all (non-zero) case forms

 have the stress on the first or only vowel or on the desinence. To account for

 these cases, I propose the OXYTOiNE rule, which assigns stress to the final vowel

 316

 z6rkalo 'mirror'
 m6re 'sea'

 v~r6mja 'time' (20)

 6lco 'eye'
 tixo 'ear' (2)

 svjdz' 'connec-
 tion'

 ddl' 'distance'

 z4'1' 'dust' (8)

 n,66' 'night'
 tfn' shadow'

 pl63s"ed' square'
 (80)

 vodd 'water'
 dus3d 'soul' (13)
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 (or in certain case forms, e.g. the instr. pl., to the pre-final vowel) in words con-
 taining stems with no inherent stress:

 (2) V -- [+Stress] / X (+C*V*)]
 where X contains no [+S], and (+C*V*) represents specially marked
 suffixes.

 It is important to observe that, if a noun lacks inherent stress, it is subject to
 the Oxy rule. This is strictly true of about 6.5 percent of the noun stems in the
 language (cf. Table 4, b). In the remaining 3.5 percent of the nouns, the Oxy
 rule applies at least in one case form (the so-called second locative), and usually
 in several other forms as well; but in other case forms, stress is not on the desi-
 nence but on some other vowel. There are three patterns of accentual alterna-
 tion: the stress alternates between the desinence and the first syllable of the
 word, between the desinence and the pre-desinential syllable, or between the
 desinence and the first syllable in some case forms and the pre-desinential syl-
 lable in others.

 In rows ca-e of Table 4, I have collected the accentual paradigms with an al-
 ternation between desinential stress in some case forms and initial stress in

 others. These paradigms have traditionally been referred to as circumflex.
 As noted above, it is among the 'circumflex' nouns that we find examples of
 stress on the preposition; but in modern Russian this is a marginal phenomenon:
 stress normally goes on the initial syllable of the word proper. We already
 possess most of the machinery required to place stress on the initial syllable,
 namely, the Circumflex rule, which places stress on the initial syllable unless the
 form has received stress by some prior rule. Given the rules proposed so far, there
 is a very simple means to insure that a form receives initial stress: a form that
 has a stem without inherent stress will receive initial stress if it is exempted from
 the Oxy rule. We need, therefore, to add some machinery to the grammar which
 will exempt particular case forms from the Oxy rule.

 The machinery that I propose is the BLOCKING rule. This rule is part of the
 word-formation component (re-adjustment rules), and thus not part of the
 phonology proper. Its effect is to mark a particular case form as being an ex-
 ception to the Oxy rule. Which case forms are marked [-Oxy], if any, is an
 idiosyncratic property of each noun. The cases marked [-Oxy] by the Blocking
 rule have traditionally been called WEAK CASES, opposed to the STRONG CASES
 which are [+Oxy]. As indicated in rows (a) to (e), we distinguish five patterns.
 We note at the outset that loc. sg. forms with the desinences -u or -i (e.g. v
 pleni 'in captivity', v dali 'in the distance') are never subject to the Blocking
 rule and hence are never [-Oxy]. In the examples in (a), all forms except the
 loc. sg. are marked [-Oxy]; in those under (fB), all singular forms are so marked;
 in those under (y), it is all singular forms plus the nom. pl.; in those under (5),
 [-Oxy] are the acc. sg. and the nom. pl.; and in those under (e), it is only the
 nom. pl. forms that are [-Oxy].5

 6 It is worth noting that whether a form is marked [-Oxy] is determined neither by the
 stem nor by the desinential suffix alone, but rather by both jointly-i.e. by the word as a
 whole. Thus the stem ruk 'hand' is not [-Oxy] (cf. the gen. sg. ruki); nor is it true in general
 of the ace. sg. suffix -u that it renders words [-Oxy] (cf. [.en+]1). Itl is the acc. sg. form
 [rdk+u] that is [-Oxy].

 317
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 An inspection of these rows reveals that (y) is in complementary distribution
 with (5); i.e., feminine nouns in -a are [-Oxy] in only one sg. form, namely
 the acc. Moreover, when these nouns are [-Oxy] in the acc. sg., they are also
 [-Oxy] in the nom. pl. Feminine nouns in -a thus have no counterparts to (a)
 and (,8). Characteristically, nouns belonging to other declension patterns are
 extremely rare in (5) and (e): there are no such nouns in (5), and according to
 Zaliznjak, only 8 in (e):

 (3) kon' 'horse', gvozd' 'nail', gruzd' 'milk agaric (a mushroom)', 5erv'
 'worm', ugo' 'coal'; ple6o 'shoulder', tavro 'brand', kryl'co 'porch'.

 We may, therefore, conclude that accentual patterns (a) and (e) are essentially
 limited to feminine nouns in -a, whereas (3) and (y) are characteristic of the other
 classes of nouns.

 It may have been observed that the rules developed to this point allow for an
 alternative treatment of the cases in (a). We may postulate that the loc. sg.
 desinences -u and -i possess inherent stress. In that case, the stems in (a) could
 be entered in the lexicon with inherent stress. Our rules would produce a form
 with desinential stress from either of these strings:

 (4) (a) [plen+u] (b) [plen+fi] 'captivity'.
 [+Oxy]

 The decision in favor of 4a over 4b is due to the fact that, when the stems in
 row (a) figure in other words, they affect the stress placement there like non-
 acute rather than like acute stems; e.g., the verb plenit 'capture', which has the
 same stem as the noun in 4, shows desinential rather than stem stress in all
 its forms. This follows automatically by our rules if the stem is entered in the
 lexicon without inherent stress (i.e., non-acute). Zaliznjak lists the following
 nouns as belonging to row (a):

 (5) torg, ad, cad, bred, pod, raj, mel, mol, pyl, plen, zar, mir, jar, cvet, rant,
 byt, vol't, pax, pux, plac, xmel', gaz, klej, gnoj, sok, mys, svet, tif,
 Sljax, povod, veter, glub', grjaz', dal', mel', pyl', tig', svjaz'.

 A noun such as mir 'peace' can be assumed to have inherent stress; or, like
 plen 'captivity' in 4a, it may be assumed to have no inherent stress-but unlike
 plen, it must then also be subject to the Blocking rule. As this noun has neither
 plural nor loc. sg. forms, the decision cannot be made on the basis of the evidence
 provided by the nominal declension, but must be sought in the accentuation of
 other words with the same stem. The accentuation of these forms strongly argues
 for assuming that, like plen, the stem mir has no inherent stress.

 22.. ExcuRsus: THE ACCENTUATION OF CLITICS IN MEDIEVAL RUSSIAN. The
 treatment of the 'circumflex' words proposed above receives support from a
 review of certain accentual facts of Medieval Russian as well as other Slavic
 languages, which recently have been discussed by the Russian linguist V. A.
 Dybo. Dybo 1972 investigates in detail the distribution of stress in a 14th
 century Gospel manuscript, the so-called Cudovskij Novyj Zavet. Of his many
 important observations, two are of special interest to us. First, he finds that in
 the 14th century the stress on the preposition of circumflex forms was quite
 general. It should be noted that only specific case forms of particular nouns are

 318
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 'circumflex', and only such forms have prepositional stress. Thus, Dybo quotes
 singular-plural pairs such as these, where only the singular has stress on the
 preposition:

 (6) p6 gradu 'through the town', po grad6m 'through the towns'.

 Second, and even more important, when a circumflex form is followed by an
 enclitic, the enclitic gets the stress, and this happens regardless of whether or
 not the circumflex form is preceded by a preposition. As Dybo (1971:93) notes,
 in a phrase 'that includes proclitics as well as enclitics, the stress was always
 shifted onto the enclitic'. In 7 below I have copied a few relevant examples from
 Dybo 1972; the numbers in parentheses refer to the location of the example in
 the Cudov Gospel, a work that has not been accessible to me directly.

 (7) v6 dni (852) 'in the days', vo dni tj (41) 'in those days'; nd zemlju (612)
 'on land', zemli (1443) 'on land', zem th (1612) 'that land'; v ploti ze
 (1032) 'in the flesh, indeed', plot'ju U (1024) '(with) the flesh, indeed'.

 In view of the facts just reviewed, what additional machinery is required for
 placing stress on the enclitic? The answer to this question turns out to be 'none';
 the rules developed to this point will handle all examples correctly, provided
 only that we make certain not implausible assumptions about the input forms
 and about the way the rules operate. We shall assume that the Oxy rule is
 generalized so as to apply also to sequences in which X contains clitic bound-
 aries. We assume, furthermore, that the Oxy rule applies cyclically, whereas the
 Circumflex rule applies only once at the level of the 'big' word, i.e., to the word
 with all its clitics (prepositions, post-positives, enclitics). Finally we assume
 that the phrases containing clitics have constituent structures as shown in the
 top line of Table 5.

 The derivation of the last three stress contours in Table 5 is of some interest,
 since it illustrates a general principle of rule application which in recent discus-
 sions has been termed STRICT CYCLICITY (see Kean 1971). The principle states,
 in effect, that if a string S falls within the domain of a cyclically ordered rule R,
 the string S may undergo R on a subsequent pass through the cycle only if S
 constitutes part of a longer string PST in which P and/or T are required by
 the rule R to be non-empty. The Oxy rule does not re-apply to the string dni
 in vo dni on the second pass through the cycle, because the Oxy rule failed to
 apply to the string dni on the first pass, and on the second pass dni is not part
 of a longer string where T is non-empty. (On the second pass, P is non-empty

 [[#zemlja#]bo#] [[#zem#ftu#] [#vo[#dni#]] [#vo[[#dni#]ty#]]
 BLOCKING - -Oxy -Oxy -Oxy
 OXY 4

 Ox - t -- tG
 CIRCUM --- v-

 Third cycle is vacuous
 OUTPUT [zemlja bo] [zem t6] [v6 dni] [vo dni tf

 'the earth, then' 'this earth' 'in days' 'in those days'
 (acc. sg.)

 TABLE 5

 319
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 [i.e. P = vo], but this is irrelevant since the Oxy rule does NOT require that P be
 non-empty.) On the other hand, T is non-empty on the second pass through the
 cycle in the derivation of zem tu and vo dni ty; the Oxy rule applies to these
 strings on the second pass through the cycle, in spite of the fact that it was
 blocked in applying to the substrings zem and dni on the first pass.

 2.3. Returning now to the stress pattern in the Russian nominal declension,
 we note that the nouns in Table 4, row (d), have desinential stress in the singu-
 lar and pre-desinential stress in the plural. The stress pattern of a noun such as
 koleso 'wheel' is thus not symmetrical to that of a noun such as zerkalo 'mirror'
 (row ca/); in the latter the alternation is not between desinential and pre-desi-
 nential stress, but rather between desinential and initial. I conclude from this
 (following Coats 1970) that the nouns in row (d) must be handled by a different
 mechanism than those in ca-e. The mechanism that I propose is the METATONY
 rule, which applies after the S-Distribution rule and changes the last vowel
 from [+S] to [-S]:

 (8) [V] -4 [-S] / [X - (+C*V*)]
 where (+C*V*) represents certain specially marked suffixes.

 This rule is what Lakoff has called a minor rule, in that it applies only to specifi-
 cally marked forms. Thus, the Metatony rule applies to plural forms of a small
 class of nouns (about 1 percent of the total). I shall assume that a special rule
 in the morphology analogous to the Blocking rule marks all plural forms of cer-
 tain designated nouns as [+Metatony]: this is the RETRACTION rule.

 The handful of nouns in row (e) are subject both to Blocking and Retrac-
 tion. In nouns with monosyllabic stems, such as voda 'water' or kosa 'scythe',
 the stress on the stem is thus caused by different rules. In the acc. sg., the stem
 stress is caused by the Circumflex rule, in the plural forms by the Oxy rule
 modified by Metatony. This fact should have observable phonetic effects in the
 dialects where neo-acute 6 is phonetically distinguished from other instances of o.
 We should expect to find the nom. pl. forms k6sy v6dy with the neo-acute 6,
 but acc. sg. forms kosu vudu with the normal Russian o. I have been unable to
 find relevant examples in the few dialectological studies that I have had the time
 to examine. However, Roman Jakobson has drawn my attention to Durnovo
 1932, where the nom. pl. vody transcribed with the 'kamora,' the traditional
 diacritic mark for the neo-acute 6, is reported to occur (once only) in a 14th
 century manuscript from Pskov.

 This completes our account of the stress patterns found in the nominal de-
 clension, except for the following facts. As noted in ?1 above, when a yer with
 potential stress is deleted, the stress is shifted to the preceding syllable:6

 (9) otcd [6tBc+a] ot6c [6tf,c+4i] 'father' (gen. sg. and pl.)
 k6l'ca [k6lic+a] kolec [k6l?c+,] 'ring' (nom. and gen. pl.)
 veretena [v6r6t6n+a] vereten [v6r6t6n+B] 'spindle' (nom. and gen. pl.)

 But the nouns below, which have underlying representations parallel to those
 above, do not exhibit the same stress patterns. Instead, in forms with a yer

 6 The nouns kol'c5 'ring', pis'm6 'letter', vereten6 'spindle', remeslo 'trade' are subject to
 Metatony in the plural.
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 [uzbl+,al [uzEl+a]
 OXY S S
 S-DISTR S S S S
 METATONY-B -S
 METATONY
 NEO-ACUTE
 VOWEL TRUNC

 YER9 e 0 0
 DESTRESS -S
 CIRCUM
 AKAN'E i

 OTHER RULES [dz,il] 'knot' [uzlA] 'knot' (gen. sg.)
 TABLE 6

 desinence (middle column), the stress is retracted an additional syllable toward
 the beginning of the word:

 (10) uzld [iuzl+a] izel [uizbl+,] 'knot' (gen. and nom. sg.)
 pis'ma [pfs?m+a] ptsem [pisbm+%] 'letter' (nom. and gen. pl.)
 remesla [r6m6sa1+a] remesel [r6m6s1l+L] 'trade' (nom. and gen. pl.)

 As shown in Table 6, it would be possible to account for the forms in the middle
 column of 10 if we had a rule identical with Metatony except that it destressed
 the penultimate, rather than the last, vowel of the word. I shall label this rule
 METATONY-B.

 The Metatony-B rule is very similar to the Metatony rule, and can in fact be
 combined with it into a single rule by means of the normal notational conven-
 tions of phonology:7

 (11) a. Metatony-B: V [-SI / [X { C

 b. Metatony: V - [-S]/ [X-]

 c. Combined rule: V - [-S] /[X c }) o (}) b

 Condition: a if and only if b.

 It will be recalled that, in the statement of the Metatony rule, I included certain
 specifically marked word-final suffixes. Since these suffixes never occur after
 two consecutive yer syllables, the final version of the combined Metatony rule
 can be given as follows:

 (12) V --[-S] / [X ( b B }) Co({)b] (+C*V*)

 Condition: a if and only if b. (+C*V*) represents specifically
 marked suffixes.

 7 In Halle 1971c I gave a somewhat different solution to these facts: I proposed there to
 deal with them by means of a rule that was quite unlike the Metatony rule. I believe that
 solution is inferior to the one proposed here, as it fails to allow for a simple and straightfor-
 ward explanation for the introduction of the two Metatony rules into the language.
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 It was noted above that Metatony is a minor rule, and that therefore only
 words specifically marked [+Metatony] by the Retraction rule will be subject
 to it. By incorporating Metatony-B into the Metatony rule, we imply the fol-
 lowing: if a word is subject to Metatony in the plural, and if any of its plural
 forms satisfy the conditions of Metatony-B, then these forms will undergo
 Metatony-B-i.e., will destress the penultimate rather than the final vowel.
 Note that one and the same form may be subject to only one of these two dis-
 junctively ordered rules. This prediction is borne out by the data in the majority
 of cases, which behave like those in (10). The exceptions known to me are (all
 gen.pl.):

 (13) kopen 'rick', ov6c 'sheep', sem6j 'family', sester 'sister', svinej 'pig',
 zemWl' 'land', ber&e 'tibia', gumen 'threshing floor', jaic 'egg', ok6n
 'window', kolc 'ring'.

 These gen. pl. forms are treated by marking them as exceptions to Metatony.
 Contrast these with words such as vizel 'knot', ugol 'corner', igol' 'coal', ugdr'
 'eel', which are subject to Metatony only in the nom. sg. The fact that they are
 subject to Metatony-B is an automatic consequence of the phonological com-
 position of their terminations.

 I have dwelt on these consequences of the introduction of Metatony-B at
 such length because these are far from obvious results of the theoretical apparatus
 of phonology-in particular, of the conventions on rule ordering. These conven-
 tions have been subjected to serious questioning in recent times. The replace-
 ment of one set of conventions by another represents progress only when the new
 set is capable of handling substantially all the data that were handled properly
 by the old set, in addition to being able to handle data that exceeded the reach
 of the old set. It is necessary, therefore, to make sure that examples such as the
 above are not overlooked when suggestions are made about replacing one set of
 conventions by another.

 It is worth remarking, finally, that by extending Metatony to the penultimate
 vowel when the last two vowels of the word are yers, one significant possibility
 of stress shift within a declensional paradigm is eliminated. In other words, the
 examples in 10, unlike those in 9, have stress on the same syllable ('columnar
 stress') in all forms of the plural paradigm. Recent work by S. Anderson, J.
 Harris, P. Kiparsky, C. Kisseberth, and others has brought out the important
 influence that surface regularities may exercise on the nature of the rules in a
 grammar. The treatment of the nouns in 10 provides a further example of this
 sort of paradigm pressure.

 3. In the discussion of the accentual patterns in nominal declension, need
 has been established for the following rules in the order given:

 (14) Blocking re-adjstment rules
 Retraction ^re-adjustment rules Retraction

 Oxy (cyclic)
 S-Distribution

 Metatony
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 (Neo-acute)
 Vowel Truncation
 Yer rules

 Destressing
 Circumflex
 Neutralization: Akan'e

 I shall next subject these rules to the test of whether or not they succeed in
 capturing the regularities in the accentuation of adjectives, taking into considera-
 tion both the long and the short forms. To begin with, there are exact corre-
 spondences to the acute stems in the nouns-i.e., adjectives that have stem
 stress on the same syllable of the stem in all long and short forms:

 (15) vjdlyj 'limp', p6gij 'skewbald', jdryj 'ardent', lstnyj 'flattering',
 dlyj 'scarlet', divnyj 'marvelous', spornyj 'questionable' (total about
 17,650 adjectives.)

 The next class of adjectives corresponds to the oxytone nouns. In this class all
 forms (long and short) have stress on the desinence. The class is rather small,
 containing only 8 adjectives:8

 (16) zl6j 'malicious', rodn6j 'native', 5udn6j 'strange', blazn6j 'capricious',
 sme?noj 'funny', Sal'n6j 'mad', xmel'n6j 'inebriated', bol'n6j 'ill'.

 Some of these adjectives lack certain short forms. Thus the short masculine
 and neuter forms of blazn6j 'capricious', gal'n6j 'mad', rodn6j 'native' are not
 attested. The short masculine form of bol'n6j, bolen 'ill' in place of the ex-
 pected *bol'n, can readily be accounted for by assuming that it is subject to
 Metatony-B.

 The third class of adjectives shows alternations between desinential and
 initial stress. These correspond, therefore, to the nouns in Table 4, rows ca-e.
 It must be noted that the counterparts to the weak cases in the nouns are the
 masculine, neuter, and plural forms of the short adjectives; i.e., only short forms
 are subject to the Blocking rule, and are thereby exempt from the Oxy rule so
 that they will receive initial stress by the Circumflex rule. The long forms all
 have desinential stress in this class. We obtain therefore this stress pattern:

 (17) dorog 'dear' (m.sg.), dorogo (n.sg.), dorogi (pl.); but dorogd (f.sg.),
 dorogoj (nom. sg. m. long).

 Since no long forms of adjectives are subject to the Blocking rule, there are no
 alternations between desinential and initial stress in the declensional paradigm
 of the long forms. In the class under discussion, this means that long forms al-
 ways have desinential stress. Zaliznjak (170) lists the following adjectives as
 belonging to this class, including both monosyllabic and polysyllabic stems:

 (18) dorogoj, molod6j, razvitoj, xolost6j, udaloj, driannoj, durnoj,9 rjaboj,
 8 A large number of adjectives (900, according to Zaliznjak) have desinential stress in

 their long forms, but no attested short forms. These adjectives will have to be listed in the
 lexicon with stems that are stressless-i.e., treated exactly like those in 16.

 9 The masculine short forms of drjann6j 'rotten' and durnoj 'bad' are subject to Meta-
 tony. The short forms of udaldj 'bold' are uddl udald uddlo uddly; these forms are exceptions,
 for one would have expected initial instead of predesinential stress. Udal6j also has an
 alternative form with retracted stress: uddlyj.
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 krivdj, nagoj, tugdj, mladoj, seddj, xudoj, gniloj, xromoj, prjamdj,
 skupdj, tupoj, syroj, bosdj, kosdj, gustij, pust6j, krut6j, svjatdj, lix6j,
 gluxoj, ploxoj, blagoj, prostoj, syroj, Siv6j, slepoj, nemoj.

 The next class differs from those in 17 and 18 in that its long forms are subject
 to the Retraction rule which makes these forms undergo Metatony. This class
 exhibits the following stress patterns:

 (19) Short forms: xor6o xoro?d xoro6d xoro?i 'good'
 Long forms: xorosij xordSaja xordsee (Stress in long forms fixed on

 pre-desinential syllable.)

 This class is much more numerous than the two classes of non-acute adjectives
 just reviewed; i.e., considerably more non-acute adjectives are subject to Meta-
 tony than are not subject to it. The examples below have short forms with desi-
 nential stress, except for legkij 'light', rdvnyj 'equal', v6l'nyj 'free', korotkij
 'short', which are subject to Metatony-B in their masculine short forms:

 (20) svezij 'fresh', legkij 'light', rdvnyj 'equal', v6l'nyj 'free', xordoij 'good'
 tjazelyj 'heavy', dalekij 'far', glub6kij 'deep', vysdkij 'tall', kordtkij
 'short'; and all participles in -innyj: vljublannyj 'in love', spasCinnyj
 'saved' (total about 1080 adjectives).

 The adjectives in 21, below, are subject to Blocking in their short forms ex-
 cept for the fem., and to Retraction in their long forms. This class is the second
 most numerous among the non-acute adjectives, containing about 250 adjectives
 and 75 participles in -t:

 (21) bMlyj 'white', sfryj 'grey', cistyj 'clean', deevyj 'cheap', golddnyj
 'hungry', veselyj 'merry', xolddnyj 'cold', zelenyj 'green', sol'nyj
 'salty'.'0

 The facts of adjective accentuation discussed in this section are summarized
 in Table 7, which corresponds closely to Table 4, where the accentuation of
 nouns was summarized. This correspondence is to be expected in the light of the
 preceding discussion, which has shown that the rules developed in ??1 and 2
 above, to handle the accentuation of nouns, will also handle the adjectives. These
 data provide, therefore, important support for the system of rules proposed here.

 4. The stress patterns found in the inflectional paradigms of verbs (conjuga-
 tion) require no descriptive machinery (rules) in addition to that developed
 above, either. These facts must, therefore, be considered as further evidence in
 support of the solution proposed here.

 Before reviewing the accentual data, it is necessary to describe briefly a few
 salient features of the Russian conjugation. Each verbal form consists of a stem
 and a number of suffixes; it may also contain one or more prefixes, but these
 play only a subsidiary role in the conjugation. The verb stem itself may be simple,
 consisting of a single morpheme, the root; or it may be complex, consisting of a
 root followed by a verbalizing suffix (see Halle 1963). Thus the past f.sg. form

 10 Here we must also include the circumflex alternants of the following adjectives which
 were also listed above: uddlyj 'bold', dalekij 'far', velikij 'great', glub6kij 'deep', ?ir6kiJ
 'wide', vysokij 'tall,' zest6kij 'cruel', kor6tkij 'short'. These have predesinential rather than
 initial stress in the m., n., and pl. short forms.
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 (a) stem in all forms. vjdl vjdla vjdlo vjdly vjdlyj 'limp'
 (cf. 15)

 (b) desinence in all forms. smes6n smesnd smesn6 smesny smesnoj 'funny'
 (cf. 16)

 (c) initial in m., n., pl. ddrog dorogd dorogo d6rogi dorog6j 'dear'
 short forms; desi- (cf. 18)
 nence elsewhere.

 d) pre-desinential in xor6s xoroMd xoros6 xoroTi xor6dij 'good'
 long forms; desi- (cf. 20)
 nence elsewhere.

 (e) initial in m., n., pl. v6sel veseld veselo vesely veselyj 'merry'
 short forms; pre-des- (cf. 21)
 inential in long
 forms; desinence
 elsewhere.

 TABLE 7. Stress in adjective inflection.

 [u = kaz+ a+l+a] 'noted' consists of the prefix [u], the root [kaz], the verbalizing
 suffix [a], the past tense marker [1], and the f.sg. person-number desinence [a].
 The past f.sg. form [u =nes+l+a] 'carried away', on the other hand, contains
 the same affixes as [u=kaz+a+l+a] except that its stem lacks a verbalizing
 suffix. Similarly, the present (future) form [u=nes+e+te] 'you (pl.) will carry
 away' consists of the prefix [u], the simple stem [nes], the present marker [e],
 and the 2pl. desinence [te]. Verbs that form the present tense without a verbaliz-
 ing suffix exhibit stress patterns that are somewhat more varied than those of
 other verbs. I shall therefore first examine verbs of the former type, and only
 subsequently (in ?4.2) extend the discussion to other verbs. Moreover, it is useful
 to restrict the discussion in the beginning to the present and past conjugation.
 In ?4.3, I will survey the remaining forms of the verb.

 4.1. As shown in Table 8, verbs that have a simple stem in their present forms
 exhibit four distinct stress patterns. The forms cited are the f.sg. past, pl. past,
 lsg. present, and 2sg. present. The forms not cited have the same stress as the
 pl. past and the 2sg. present, respectively.

 The stress pattern of lezt' 'climb', in row (a), is characteristic of ACUTE words-
 i.e., of words which have a stressed vowel in their lexical representation. The 16
 stems that exhibit fixed stress on the stem in all forms are:1"

 (22) [brbj], [po=6ij], [v'j], [krfj], [m,j], [n'ij], [rfj], [ddj], [ob=fij],
 [d6j+nu], [staj+nu], [styj+nu], [tbr], [pro=stBr], [16z], [s6d].

 Verb stems ending with -j predominate in this class. There are, however, four
 stems that do not end with -j in this class. Moreover, as can be seen in 24 below,
 not all verbs with stems in -j have fixed stem stress.

 11 Capitalizing on a suggestion by Flier 1972, I analyse some of these verb stems as having
 the verbalizing suffix -nu. As I have shown in Halle 1971b, this makes it possible to account
 in a very simple fashion for the appearance of stem-final v in the derived imperfectives of
 these verbs: razdevat' 'undress', ustavat' 'tire', zastyvat' 'cool', as well as to eliminate an
 important flaw in the so-called consonant truncation rule of Russian. The underlying repre-
 sentation of the stems given here will be justified in detail in a study now in preparation.
 The lists of verbs in this section were prepared by H. G. Lunt for use in a public lecture,
 and I am grateful to him for allowing me to use them here.
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 Stress on:

 (a) stem in all forms. 16zla lUzli lUzu lUze?' 'climb'
 (b) desinence in all forms. vezld vezli vezt vezeo' 'transport'
 (c) initial in past tense m., n., hild Hili zivti zive' 'live'

 pl. forms; desinence else-
 where.

 (d) pre-desinential in past; des- krdla krdli kradzi kradeA' 'steal'
 inence elsewhere.

 TABLE 8. Stress in verb inflection, I.

 Verbs with stress fixed on the desinence constitute the largest group. We
 assume that all present tense person endings except the lsg. -u are among the
 specially marked suffixes that are disregarded by the Oxy and Metatony rules.
 Thus the stress in underlying representations of these forms will appear on the
 pre-final, rather than on the last, vowel; e.g., [pas+6+te] 'you graze', [sid+i+&b]
 'you sit'. The list of the 30 verbs belonging here is:

 (23) a. [bred], [ved], [bljud], [grend]; [gnet], [met], [plet], [ob=ret], [=6bt],
 [raz=svet], [cvet]; [vez], [polz]; [nes], [pas], [trens], [rost]; [greb],
 [skreb], [jeb].

 b. [zbg], [bereg], [pre=ne=breg], [stereg]; [vlek], [pek], [-rek], [tek],
 [volok], [tolLk].

 This class is limited to stems ending with obstruents; almost all verbs with
 obstruent stems belong here.

 The stress pattern of the verbs illustrated in Table 8, row (c), corresponds to
 that of the circumflex adjectives (cf. 17). We find here alternations between
 desinential and initial stress. These alternations are limited to the past tense and
 to the past passive participle forms which are most like the short forms of the
 adjective. The stems belonging to this class are:

 (24) [ziw], [plyw], [slyw], [gnij], [vbj], [lbj], [pbj], [-mer], [-per], [-jbm];
 [bbr+a], [dbr+a], [vbr+a], [zbr+a], [zbw+a], [rbw+a], [ibd+a],
 [l1g+a], [tak+a], [sTp+a] (verbalizing suffix -a in past forms only).

 Finally, the stress pattern of krast' in Table 8, row (d), parallels that of the
 nouns and adjectives subject to Metatony (see Table 4, row (d), and 20 above).
 We found above that nouns are subject to Metatony only in the plural; similarly,
 adjectives are subject to Metatony only in their long forms. In verbs it is only the
 past forms that are subject to Metatony. The 14 verbs having this type of stress
 pattern are:

 (25) [bbj], [?bj], [poj]; [zbn], [zbm], [mbn]; [klad], [krad], [pad], [prend];
 [gryz]; [strig], [sek], [sLl+a].

 In addition to the verbs whose stress patterns are accounted for above, there
 are the seven verbs below which, like those just reviewed, lack a verbalizing
 suffix in the underlying representation of the present tense, but which exhibit
 stress patterns so far not encountered:

 (26) a. mogld mogli mogu m6dSeg 'can'
 b. gnald gndli gonji g6nig' 'drive'

 srald srdli seri sgreg' 'shit'
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 c. stlla stldli stelji stgle&' 'bed'
 pordla pordli porju pdreg' 'unstitch'
 moldla mol61i melju mele9' 'grind'
 koldla kol6li koljzi kdle?' 'stab'

 The accentuation of the past forms here has already been encountered; 26a,
 26b, and 26c can be treated precisely like rows (b), (c), and (d), respectively, of
 Table 8. The stress pattern of the present tense, on the other hand, is new; Table
 8 contained no instances where the stress shifted from desinence to stem in the

 present. Since all stems are monosyllabic, we can account for the facts in one of
 two ways. We can say (a) that present forms are subject to the Blocking rule,
 and hence will receive initial stress by the Circumflex rule; or (b) that they are
 subject to the Retraction rule, and hence also to Metatony.

 It is relatively easy to reject the first alternative, since unlike past forms that
 receive stress by the Circumflex rule, none of the present forms exhibits stress
 on the prefix; i.e., though we find such forms as poSili 'lived', otlili 'poured off'
 with prefixal stress, we do not find prefixal stress in present forms such
 as *p&mnoe?'.

 There is no difficulty in showing that the forms in question indeed undergo
 Metatony. It will be recalled that the terminal suffixes of the present forms,
 except the lsg. -u, are among the specially marked suffixes disregarded by the
 Oxy and Metatony rules. The underlying representations of the present forms of
 the verb *moc' 'can' appear, therefore, as follows:

 (27) [mog+iu] [mog+6+mL]
 [mog+6+sb] [mog+6+te]
 [mog+ +t]-t [mog+uf+ta]

 In order to obtain the correct output, we need only assume that the Retraction
 rule, which marks words as subject to Metatony, applies in all present forms
 except lsg. We then obtain the correct stress contours with the derivations shown
 in Table 9.

 This solution commends itself because of its great transparency and simplicity.
 It should, however, not be overlooked that the proposed solution fails to explain
 why the lsg. form never undergoes Metatony. An alternative solution was,
 therefore, considered seriously. Briefly, the alternative solution assumed that
 only the 2pl. suffix -te was among the marked suffixes disregarded by the Oxy
 and Metatony rules. Second, it was assumed that, in the case of verbs, the condi-
 tions on Metatony-B were weakened so that any form ending in a yer could
 undergo Metatony-B. It was then assumed, as in the above solution, that in

 [mog+u] [mog+e+te] [mog+u+t']
 OXY S S S
 S-DISTR S S S
 METATONY -S -S
 YER 0
 DESTRESS -S vacuous vacuous
 AKAN'E a i i

 OTHER RULES [magd] [m6Uyt,i] [mogut]
 TABLE 9
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 these verbs present forms other than the lsg. were marked as subject to Meta-
 tony. Given these three assumptions, the correct outputs are readily obtained.
 Since the alternative solution did not obviate the need for having the Retraction
 rule apply only to some, but not all, present forms, I rejected it in favor of the
 solution sketched above.

 4.2. Verbs that have verbalizing suffixes in the strings underlying their present
 forms exhibit the three stress patterns illustrated in Table 10. The forms cited
 are the f.sg. past, pl. past, lsg. pres., and 2sg. pres.

 Comparison of Table 10 with Table 8 reveals that the stress pattern illustrated
 here in row (a) corresponds to that of row (a) in Table 8, whereas row (b) here
 corresponds to row (d) in Table 8. Counterparts of rows (b)-(c) in Table 8 are
 lacking here.l2 We shall account for the existing stress pattern in the same fashion
 as above. Verbs having stress on the stem in all forms will be assumed to have
 such stress in their lexical representation; these are the acute stems. Verbs having
 pre-desinential stress in the past tense and desinential stress in the present tense,
 row (b), will be assumed to have stressless stems, and will be marked as subject
 to Metatony in the past tense. In fact, as row (c) shows, all verbs with stressless
 stems which have a verbalizing suffix in the strings underlying their present forms
 are subject to Metatony in the past tense. This accounts for the absence in Table
 10 of counterparts to rows (b)-(c) of Table 8.

 This leaves only the present-tense stress pattern of row (c) unaccounted for.
 Recall that similar shifts in the stress placement in the present tense were ob-
 served in the verbs cited in 26. They were explained there by assuming that
 the present forms, except for the lsg., were subject to Metatony; the same
 assumption will be made here.

 Since the matters dealt with in ?4.3 are of a narrowly specialized character,
 readers primarily interested in following the main lines of the argument may wish
 to proceed to the more general ?5.

 4.3. I here conclude the review of verb accentuation by examining the role
 that accentuation plays in the remaining classes of verb forms.

 4.31. INFINITIVE. Except for 19 of the 20 verbs listed in 23a, all Russian verbs
 take the suffix [tb] in the infinitive; the verbs in 23a, except [-6it] 'count', take
 the suffix [ti]. It appears to me that the proper way of characterizing this differ-
 ence is to incorporate into the phonology a minor rule which applies only to
 infinitives:

 +obstruent
 (28) [b] -- [i] / [#X +coronal +t #]

 _+ continuant
 I assume that this rule applies after the rule that turns labial and dental obstru-
 ents into dental continuants [s z] in position before the infinitive suffix. More-
 over, I assume that the verbs that are subject to Metatony in the past tense are
 also subject to Metatony in the infinitive. Given these assumptions, the correct

 12 The verb rodit' 'to give birth to' (perf.) is not subject to Metatony in the f. sg. past
 form. This verb, therefore, has stress alternations in the past tense much like the verbs in
 Table 8, row (c).
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 (a) stress on stem
 in all forms

 (cf . Table 8, row a).
 (b) pre-desinential

 stress in past;
 desinential

 stress elsewhere

 (cf. Table 8, row d).
 (c) pre-desinential

 stress in past;
 mobile stress in

 present (cf. 26c).

 dglala

 re'zala

 prirnidila
 sidgla

 govorila
 stolkntilla

 derz'dla

 ijubila
 utomtila

 dglali
 ri'zali

 prin,ddili
 sidgli

 govorili
 stolkna.ili

 derz'dli

 ljubili
 utontili

 delaju
 rdu

 printliu
 s'zu1

 govorjti
 stolknvi

 TABLE 10. Stress in verb inflection, II.

 Oxy

 5-DISTR

 METATONY

 [p t b dl-di,s zi

 RULE 28

 YER

 DESTRESS

 OTHER RULES

 [greb+tL] (cf. 23a) [pad+tnl (cf. 25)

 S S

 S

 z

 S

 z

 i

 -S

 [gr,ist,f] 'row'

 TABLE 11

 -S

 0

 [past, I 'fall'

 results are readily obtained with the help of the apparatus developed here as

 shown in Table 11.

 4.32. IMPERATIVE. The imperative resembles the infinitive in that the choice

 of the suffix variant is given by a rule which crucially involves both stress and the

 morphological category of the word. The facts to be accounted for are the follow-

 ing. The imperative desinence is [i] except when the desinence is preceded by a

 single consonant and does not have stress, or when the verb stem ends with [I];

 in the latter cases, the imperative desinence is [b]. We shall account for this by

 means of a minor rule, restricted in its application to imperatives, which turns

 word-final [i] into [b] in the cases just enumerated:

 (29) [i] []/ [#XV -syl iF 1A
 L (+ cons)a._ ( S)bJ

 Condition: if a, then b.

 A number of words must be listed as exceptions to this. They include tait' 'to

 hide', doit' 'to milk', kroit' to cut to measure', poit' 'to water', and a few others.

 Like 28, 29 is a fairly late rule in the grammar. It must follow not only Vowel

 Truncation and Metatony, but also the palatalization rule which turns labials

 into sequences of labial followed by [1], as shown by the fact that we get kolabli

 'rock' instead of *kol&bl'. It precedes, on the other hand, the Yer rule.'"

 13 Jakobson 1971 has drawn attention to the fact that in Ukrainian the analog of rule 29

 has been extended to the lpl. and 2pl. forms, which in that language are represented by

 the enclitics -mo and -te respectively, added to the imperative singular form. The interest-

 ing fact pointed out by Jakobson is that when the truncation takes place in the imperative

 d6laes'

 prinildis'
 sidi.i'

 govorli'"
 stolkngs"

 'do'P

 'cut'
 'force'
 'sit'I

 'speak'
 'clash'

 'hold'
 'love'
 'drown'

 ljubljtl ljd bi 'Si 1
 utonti uto'nes"
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 4.33. THE PARTICIPLES. The simplest cases, from an accentological point of
 view, are the present passive and the past active participles. As shown below,
 their stress is completely correlated with whether or not the underlying stem has
 inherent stress. It will be recalled from the discussion above that the lsg. present
 form reflects this property of the stem most directly: when the lsg. has desinential
 stress, the stem lacks inherent stress. I have, therefore, given the lsg. present
 form next to each participial form.

 (30) Present passive participles:
 a. stressed stems: uAityvaemyj, u6tyvaju 'consider'; vidimyj, vizu 'see';

 rekommendzemyj, rekommendiju 'recommend'; uvazdemyj, uvahdju
 'honor'.

 b. stressless stems: unosimyj, unoui 'carry away'; privozimyj, privoiz
 'bring'; vedomyj, vedu 'lead'; vlekdmyj, vleku 'draw'.

 (31) Past active participles:
 a. stressed stems: videvlij, v'tu 'see'; l6z?ij, l&zu 'climb'; razbrdsyvavlij,

 razbrdsyvaju 'throw around'; trWbovavgij, tr6buju 'demand'.
 b. stressless stems: ljubiv?ij, ljublju 'love'; gor&vij, gorju 'burn';

 uvezgij, uvezi 'transport away'; unesiij, unesu 'carry away'.
 The stress of the participles with stressed stems is identical with that of the lsg.
 present tense. On the other hand, the stress of participles with stressless stems
 does not correspond to that of the lsg. present form. Whereas the lsg. present
 form shows desinential stress, the participles show pre-desinential stress. These
 facts can be accounted for in two ways about equally well. The participles may be
 said to be subject to Metatony, which is plausible in view of the fact that the long
 forms of adjectives, with which participles are formally identical, are commonly

 suffix -i, it does NOT take place in the enclitic, and vice versa. To illustrate this, he cites
 the following sets:

 (a) rdd' rdd'mo rdd'te 'counsel'
 kin' kintmo kin'te 'throw'

 grdj grdjmo grdjte 'play'.
 (b) nesi nestm nesit 'carry'

 stikni stiknim stiknit 'knock'

 pidkrgsli pidkreslim pidkrdslit 'underline'.

 In order to account for this fact, it is only necessary to generalize rule 29 so that it applies
 to all vowels and also across clitic boundaries. Moreover, the counterpart of rule 29 (desig-
 nated below as 29') and the Yer rules must be cyclic. The correct outputs are then obtained
 as shown below:

 [#Mrad+i#] [[#rdd+i#]mo#] [#nes+i#] [[#nes+i#]te#] [[#stdk+n+i#]+mo#]
 OXY S S
 S-DISTR S S

 V - b (29') b b
 YER 0 0 -

 OXY
 S-DISTR

 V -* b (29')
 YER 0 0
 OTHER RULES rdd' rdd'mo nest nesit' stiknim
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 subject to Metatony.14 But the same facts may also be accounted for by postulat-
 ing constituent structure for these participles, as follows:

 (32) [[vid+i+m]+oj] 'to be seen'
 [[u+nos+i+m]+oj] 'to be carried away'
 [[ljub+i+vs]+oj] 'having loved'

 It was noted above (see ?2.2) that the Oxy rule must apply cyclically. On this
 assumption, the Oxy rule would assign stress on the first pass through the cycle
 to the [i] in unosimyj 'to be carried away' and ljubivdij 'having loved', but would
 leave vidimyj 'to be seen' unaffected because of its inherent stress. On the second
 pass through the cycle, stress in all three words would remain where it was at the
 end of the first cycle, and the correct contour would thus be generated. The disad-
 vantage with this second proposal is that we possess no independent motivation
 for postulating constituent structure in participles, and the stress facts alone can
 readily be handled without constituent structure.

 The situation is somewhat more favorable with regard to assuming constituent
 structure in the case of the present active participles. As shown below, present
 active participles are like the two types just reviewed in that they have stress on
 the stem whenever it is inherently stressed. When the stem is not inherently
 stressed, the participle may have stress either on the participial suffix or on the
 syllable preceding the participial suffix.15

 (33) a. stressed stems: vrjadij, v&rju 'believe'; p6nja&ij, penju 'foam';
 CitdjuSij, 6itdju 'read'; bes6duju0ij, bes&duju 'converse'.

 b. stressless stems:

 (a) suffixal stress in participle: nosjdaij, nogu 'carry'; drozidij,
 droui 'shake'; sidjd0ij, sizui 'sit'; letjdScij, lec 'fly'; kurjd6ij,
 kurju 'smoke'; ucSdij, u6ft 'teach' (where the last three verbs
 are subject to Metatony in present forms other than lsg.)

 (p) pre-suffixal stress: piugdij, pibi 'write'; xlopocuScij, xlopocu
 'bustle'; Ijibjascij, ljubljui 'love' (all verbs in this class are
 subject to Metatony in present forms other than lsg.)

 While the participles in 33b(a) can be treated by either of the two methods pro-
 posed above for the participles in 30-31, the same is not true for the participles in
 33b(,). Given the rules as developed to this point, a string such as
 [ljub+i+a+- 6+oj] 'loving' would receive desinential stress by the Oxy rule.16

 14 In fact, in contemporary literary Russian there are no long forms of the participle
 with desinential stress. A form such as razvitoj 'developed', e.g., is listed by Avanesov &
 O.egov 1959 as an adjective opposed to the participle razvityj, which has pre-desinential
 stress.

 15 It is important to make explicit what is often obscured in our standard grammars:
 many verbs that show stress movement in the present tense (e.g. Ijubit' 'love') have pre-
 suffixal stress in the participle, but a large number of such verbs (e.g. kurit' 'smoke')
 have suffixal stress in the participle. The oft-repeated statement that stress in the present
 active participle falls on the same syllable as in the 3pl. form of the present tense is, thus, em-
 pirically false.

 16 The underlying representations here and below cannot be motivated in this study. I
 hope to discuss this topic in a separate study.
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 The Metatony rule would retract stress to the pre-desinential syllable, producing
 the incorrect output *ljubjd?ij.

 In order to retract the stress to the antepenult, it would be necessary to gen-
 eralize the Metatony rule in a totally unmotivated fashion. This intrinsically
 unmotivated modification of the Metatony rule can be avoided by adopting the
 second alternative discussed above, i.e. by assuming that present active partici-
 ples have constituent structure as shown below and that the Metatony rule is
 cyclic.

 (34) a. [[v6r+i+a+s6]+oj] 'believing'
 b. (a) [[nos+i+a+s6]+oj] 'carrying'

 (f) [[ljub+i+a+s6]+oj] 'loving'.
 The Oxy rule will assign stress to the suffix -d in both b(a) and b (,).The difference
 between (a) and (f) is caused by the fact that the latter is subject to Metatony
 (a typically idiosyncratic property of words, as seen in the discussion of the
 different inflectional paradigms above), whereas the former is not.

 The choice between the two solutions just sketched thus reduces to a choice
 between, on the one hand, adding an otherwise unmotivated environment to the
 Metatony rule, and, on the other, postulating internal constituent structure for
 some participles and allowing some additional phonological rules (in particular,
 Metatony) to apply cyclically. I prefer the second solution because it seems to me
 plausible on general grounds that words may (but need not) have internal con-
 stituent structure. Moreover, the assumption of internal constituent structure in
 certain words in English has provided accounts for extremely subtle accentual
 phenomena which otherwise would remain totally unexplained (cf. Chomsky &
 Halle 1968, Halle & Keyser 1971). I shall further motivate the assumption of
 constituent structure in words by showing that it also makes possible the account-
 ing for other, fairly complex, accentual facts in modern Russian (cf. ?5 below,
 esp. ?5.2).

 The past passive participle is formed with the help of one of three suffixes: -n,
 -en, and -t. Since the past passive participle short forms of many verbs are in com-
 mon use, the data on which I base my conclusion are somewhat richer than that
 for the other participles, where short forms are at best fairly unusual. In examples
 below I cite, therefore, also the f.sg. and the pl. short forms of the participle. The
 suffix -n is used with verbs that have stems ending with the sequence -a(j). The
 past passive participles exhibit stress as shown in Table 12.

 The participles in sections a-b show fixed pre-suffixal stress in both short and
 long forms, regardless of whether or not the stem is stressed. This can be handled
 quite simply by the machinery already developed. I postulate that the participles
 formed with the suffix -n have internal constituent structure and are, moreover,
 subject to Metatony. The stress contours are then derived as in Table 13.

 The participles in section c, Table 12, are exceptional in that they are formed
 without constituent structure. Moreover, the base verb daj- is subject to the
 Circumflex rule in the weak forms of the past tense (all except f.sg.)-and this
 is carried over to the past passive participle, where not only the weak short forms,
 but also all long forms, are subject to Circumflex. (That it is indeed the Circum-
 flex rule rather than Metatony that is at work here is shown by the initial stress
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 a. (a) stressed stems:
 zat6jannyj zatqjana
 zarabd6tannyj zarab6tana

 (,3) stressed stems:
 pro6itannyj pro3itan,a
 naris6vannyj naris6vana

 b. stressless stems:

 ude'rzannyj ud&riana
 napisannyj napisana
 izbrannyj izbrana
 sorvannyj sorvana
 pereslannj pgrslana

 C. stressless stems (derivatives

 p6redannyj peredand
 izdannyj izdand
 pro'dannyj prodand

 zate4jany zat6ju 'venture'
 zarab6tany zarab6taju 'earn'

 procitany proc-htdju
 naris,6vany narisiiju

 ude&rzany uderzvi
 napisdny napib2!
 izbrany izberzd
 s6rvany sorvil
 per4slany peres'ljti

 of daj 'give' only):
 p4redany pereddm
 izdany izddm
 pr6dany proddm

 TABLE 12

 'read through'
 'draw' (cf. also

 narisovd)

 'return'
 'write'

 'select'
 'tear'

 'transmit'

 'communicate'

 'publish'
 'sell'

 [[za=rab6t+ai+nl?al [[pro=cit+fij+n]+a] [[pere+sbl,Ia+nJ+a]
 S

 5 S s s S
 -S -S

 GLIDE DELETION

 YER

 DEsTEEss -s

 OTHER RULES zarabdtana

 'earned'

 0  0

 -s

 procitana

 'read'

 0

 -S

 per6slana

 'transmitted'

 [[na=pis+a+n]+aJ
 5

 s s
 -S

 -s

 napisana

 'written'

 TABLE, 13

 in such words as pe6redannyj 'communicated', contrasting with the pre-suffixal

 stress in pere'slannyj 'transmitted' produced by Metatony; cf. Table 13.) In sum,

 I postulate underlying representations such as these:

 (35) [pere =daj ?n+oj] [pere =daj ?n+yJ [pere =daj +n+a] 'communicate'

 [ -Oxy] [- Oxy]

 Of these, only the f.sg., quoted last, will be subject to the Oxy rule, and will

 therefore appear in the output with final stress. The other two forms are marked

 by the Blocking rule as exceptions to the Oxy rule. They will, therefore, receive

 initial stress by the Circumflex rule.'7

 The accentuation of past passive participles formed with the suffix -en is some-

 what more complex. There are three distinct stress patterns as illustrated in

 Table 14.

 The forms in sections (a)-(b) requlre no internal constituent structure or any

 special comment, except that long forms of participles are always subject to

 Metatony. Their stress contours will then be totally determined by whether or

 not the stem has inherent stress. The participles in section (c) are somewhat more

 complex, since they all show pre-suffixal stress in spite of having stressless stems.

 '1 Stress as in pereizdannyj 'republished' suggest that the Circumflex rule stresses the

 prefix immediately preceding the stem, rather than the first syllable of the word. Since

 examples are very sparse, I have not restricted the Circumflex rule in this fashion.

 Oxy

 S-DisTR
 METATONY
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 a. stressed stems:

 otmecennyj otmc'ena otmc'eny otmN cu 'note'
 obizennyj obieena obiteny obizu 'offend'

 b. stressless stems (none subject to Metatony in present tense):
 ugovorennyj ugovorend ugovoreny ugovorji 'persuade'
 razdelennyj razdelend razdeleny razdeljti 'divide'
 sberezennyj sberezend sberezeny sberegti 'save'
 privezennyj privezend privezeny privezii 'bring'

 c. stressless stems (starred verbs are subject to Metatony in present tense; unstarred
 verbs are not subject to Metatony in present tense):

 ktiplennyj kiplena kdpleny *kupljd 'buy'
 ocic'ennyj ocicena oisceny *ocijsc 'clean'
 ukrddennyj ukrddena ukrddeny ukradi 'steal'
 zasizennyj zasizena zasizeny zasizi 'sit up late'
 sk6dennyj skosena sk6seny skos2 'mow'

 TABLE 14

 As discussed above, such forms are readily handled by postulating constituent
 structure as shown below, and marking the forms as subject to Metatony.

 (36) [[u+krad+en]+a] 'stolen', [[kup+i+en]+a] 'bought'.

 The stress contours of the words will then be derived in a manner exactly paral-
 leling those illustrated in Table 13.

 In sum, participles formed with the suffix -en are of two types: a majority
 appears to have no internal constituent structure; but a minority has internal
 constituent structure and is subject to Metatony.

 The passive participles formed with the suffix -t are best considered in two
 groups: those formed from verbs with the verbalizing suffix -nu, and those formed
 from simple verbs ending with a sonorant consonant or glide. The participles
 formed from verbs with -nu behave precisely like the participles formed with the
 suffix -n: see Table 12, (a)-(b). As shown below, the stress in the participle is
 placed uniformly on the pre-suffixal syllable, regardless of whether the stem has
 inherent stress or not:

 (37) a. stressed stems: zaxldpnutyj, zaxl6pnu 'slam'; prosu'nutyj, prosninu
 'put through'; rastorgnutyj, rast6rgnu 'cancel'.

 b. stressless stems: natjdnutyj, natjanu 'tense'; zdtknutyj, zatknu 'plug';
 s6mknutyj, somkna 'close'; pod6erknutyj, podcerknu 'underline'.

 In view of the parallelism of their stress patterns, the words in 37 will be handled
 exactly like those in Tables 12-13; they will be assumed to have internal con-
 stituent structure and be subject to Metatony:

 (38) [[pod = 6erk+nu+t]+oj] 'underlined', [[sL = mkk+nu+t]+oj] 'closed'.
 The stress contours of the remaining participles formed with the suffix -t are all

 determined by the accentual characteristics of the underlying verbs, as shown in
 Table 15. Recall that only stems ending with a sonorant consonant or glide
 take -t.

 Thus, when the passive participle is formed from simple stems with the suffix
 -t, its stress contour is determined in the following fashion. In the case of the
 verbs of Table 15, (a)-(c), the participle is assumed to have no internal con-
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 a. stressed stems (cf. 22):
 otkrntyj otkryta otkrity otkroju
 odgtyj od6ta odety oddnu
 sogr4tyj sogrfta sogrgty sogr6ju
 zarjtyj zaryta zaryty zar ju

 b. stressless stems subject to Metatony in the past tense
 otbityj otbita
 naidtyj nazdta
 pri?ityj priHita
 otpdtyj otp6ta

 c. stressless stems subject to
 prd6ityj prozitd
 6tpityj otpitd
 zdpertyj zapertd

 d. stressless stems subject to
 perem4lotyj peremdlota
 prok6lotyj prokdlota
 otp6rotyj otp6rota

 'open'
 'dress'

 'warm'

 'bury'

 (cf. 25):
 otbity otobji 'repel'
 nazdty nazmui 'press'
 prisity pris'ji 'sew on'
 otptty otpoji 'perform funeral rites'

 Blocking in the past tense (cf. 24):
 pr4dity prozivi 'live through'
 6tpity otop'jd 'take a sip'
 zdperty zapri 'lock up'

 Metatony in the present tense (cf. 26):
 perem6loty peremeljii 'grind again'
 prok6loty prokolju 'pierce'
 otp6roty otporji 'rip off'

 TABLE 15

 stituent structure, but it is marked subject to Metatony or Blocking if the under-
 lying verb is so marked. In the case of the verbs in section (d), all of which are
 marked as being subject to Metatony in the present tense, the participle must be
 assumed to have internal constituent structure as well as being subject to
 Metatony. The derivation of these verbs then proceeds in parallel fashion with
 the stressless verbs exemplified in Table 13.

 This concludes the survey of the accentuation of the Russian participles. It
 may be noted, in summary, that wherever internal constituent structure was
 postulated, the forms were also subject to Metatony. This additional exception-
 ality of the forms could be eliminated by letting the internal constituent include
 only the verb root-i.e. [[pro =it]+aj+n+oj], instead of the [[pro = it+aj+
 n]+oj] given in Table 13. This, however, would solve little, since the word-forma-
 tion component would have to include the machinery to do the work which now
 is done by Metatony.

 Since solutions that show their complexities (and inadequacies) are to be pre-
 ferred to those where complexities are hidden, I have selected the above solution
 over the one complicating the word-formation component. I will try to show
 below that certain other derivational processes require internal constituent struc-
 ture much like that postulated here, and these facts will provide further support
 for the present analysis.

 4.34. GERUNDS. The present gerund is formed with a suffix which, in the under-
 lying representation, will appear as a front vowel followed by a nasal consonant.
 This representation insures that the suffix will appear on the surface as [a] with
 concomitant palatalization of the stem-final consonant. If the stem is stressed,
 the present gerund will show stress on the same syllable as other forms of the
 verb. If the stem is stressless, the gerund will have final stress, which is auto-
 matically provided to stressless words by the Oxy rule:

 (39) a. stressed stems: rabdtaja 'working', risuja 'drawing', v&rja 'believing',
 mdja 'washing', kr6ja 'covering', brdja 'shaving'.
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 b. stressless stems: terpjd 'suffering', ljubjd 'loving', smotrjd 'looking',
 polzjd 'crawling', zivjd 'living', kradjd 'stealing', dremljd 'dozing',
 glozd 'gnawing', xoxocd 'laughing', molEd 'remaining silent', stojd
 'standing'.l8

 The past gerund is formed with -v(si) after stems ending with a glide or with
 a vowel, -?i after other stems. The alternation between -v and -v?i is largely
 stylistic. Since the gerund suffix -si is not stressable, the past gerund will have
 suffixal stress when formed from stressless stems, and stress on the same syllable
 of the stem as other verb forms when formed from stressed stems:

 (40) a. stressed stems: delav 'having done', sov6tovavsis' 'having taken
 counsel', slez?i 'having climbed down', stdv?i 'having become',
 zakryv 'having closed', otbriv 'having shaved off'.

 b. stressless stems: napisdv 'having written', razljubiv 'having ceased to
 love', razletvhSis' 'having flown away', naliv 'having poured out',
 prozeg~i 'having burned through', proziv 'having lived through'.

 5. ACCENTUAL PATTERNS IN DERIVATIONAL MORPHOLOGY. The set of rules

 listed at the beginning of ?3 have been shown to account adequately for the ac-
 centual patterns found in Russian inflections. In the present section, accentual
 patterns observable in the derivations of Russian words will be examined, and an
 attempt will be made to show that the same set of rules adequately accounts for
 these data.19

 5.1. THE ACCENTUATION OF DERIVED ADJECTIVES. From an accentological
 point of view, the derivational suffixes that form adjectives can conveniently be
 divided into those having inherent stress vs. those lacking inherent stress. If an
 inherently stressed suffix is added to a stem, the fact that the stem has or does
 not have inherent stress cannot have any effect on the stress of the derived adjec-
 tives, since the S-Distribution rule will supply stress to all vowels preceding the
 suffix in the word. Moreover, an inherently stressed suffix will also insure that the
 adjective is not subject to the Oxy rule. An adjective formed with an inherently
 stressed suffix should, therefore, normally have stress on the derivational suffix.
 This expectation is confirmed below, where the stress of the adjective is fixed on
 the suffix regardless of the stress category of the stem:

 (41) stressed stem: grivdstyj 'having a big mane', morddstyj 'having a big
 mug', gorldstyj 'noisy'.

 stressless stem [+Oxy]: jazykdstyj 'having a big tongue', ugldstyj
 'having many corners', ockdstyj 'wearing glasses'.

 stressless stem [--Oxy]: boroddstyj 'bearded', golovdstyj 'big-headed',
 nosdstyj 'having a big nose'.

 The suffixes -dv, -it, and -dt also have inherent stress:

 (42) -dv: krovdvyj 'bloody', sljunjdvyj 'driveling', cernjdvyj. 'swarthy'.

 18 The words m6lca 'silently', stoja 'upright' are adverbs rather than gerunds.
 19 In writing this section I have used the excellent collections of data to be found in the

 numerous accentological studies of V. A. Red'kin. Although my conclusions differ from
 Red'kin's, I have benefitted a great deal from his pioneering work.
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 -it: serdityj 'angry', imenityj 'eminent', mozgovityj 'brainy'.
 -dt: gorbdtyj 'humpbacked', golubovdtyj 'bluish', bogdtyj 'rich'.

 The next task is to investigate the accentuation of adjectives formed with
 stressless suffixes. To clarify the issues somewhat, I begin by asking the following
 question: suppose that a word were formed with a suffix which, unlike those just
 reviewed, did not have inherent stress: where would the rules developed so far
 assign the stress? The answer to this question is quite straightforward: if the stem
 has inherent stress, then it will be retained. If, on the other hand, the stem does
 not have inherent stress, then the Oxy rule would apply and stress will be placed
 on the desinence. Students of Slavic accentology will immediately recognize this
 answer: it is partially identical with what they know as Hartmann's Law. This
 'law' says that the stress of certain derived adjectives depends on the accentual
 category of the stem: if the stem is stressed (acute), the stress remains on the
 stem; if the stem is stressless (non-acute), the stress goes either on the suffix,
 which always precedes the desinence, or on the declensional desinence. The latter
 choice is again determined by the stem: if the stem is oxytone, the stress goes on
 the suffix; if the stem is non-oxytone (circumflex), the stress goes on the desinence:

 (43) stressed stems: berezovyj 'birch', gordxovyj 'pea', lkovyj 'bast'.
 stressless stems [+Oxy]: bobr6vyj 'beaver', obrazc6vyj 'exemplary',

 er?6vyj 'ruff'.
 stressless stems [-Oxy]: gorodov6j 'policeman', beregov6j 'shore',

 nosovoj 'nose'.

 It has, however, been pointed out by various scholars-e.g. V. Kiparsky 1962,
 Red'kin 1964a, Coats 1970, and Gimpelevi6 1971-that there are numerous
 counter-examples to Hartmann's Law, such as the following:

 (44) a. stressless stems [+Oxy]: polkov6j 'regimental', jazykov6j 'linguistic',
 stolbovdj 'column'.

 stressless stems [-Oxy]: dubdvyj 'oaken', pud6vyj 'heavy', saddvyj
 'garden'.

 b. stressed stems:

 (a) birzev6j 'stock exchange', tekstovdj 'textual', formov6j 'uniform'.
 (f) lavrovyj 'laurel', poctdvyj 'postal', fruktdvyj 'fruit'.

 In light of the analysis presented above, these counter-examples are far from sur-
 prising. It was noted, in the discussion of the accentuation of non-derived adjec-
 tives (?3), that the long forms of adjectives with stressless stems undergo Meta-
 tony in the majority of cases; such adjectives, therefore, frequently exhibit pre-
 desinential, rather than the otherwise expected desinential stress. Whether or
 not a word with a stressless stem is subjec to Metatony is, as we saw above, a
 purely idiosyncratic property. There is little reason-given the present analysis-
 to expect, as is implied by Hartmann's Law, that stems which receive stress by
 the Circumflex ryle will form adjectives that are NOT subject to Metatony, while
 adjectives having pure oxytone stems will be subject to Metatony. The facts as
 illustrated in 43 and 44a are entirely consistent with this picture.

 The examples cited in 44b, unlike those in 44a, are counter-examples not only
 to Hartmann's Law but also to the analysis proposed. The examples in 44b would
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 be expected if the stems of these words were stressless, but we know from the
 accentuation of the underlying nouns that the stems of these adjectives have
 inherent stress; and words with inherently stressed stems should have stem stress
 everywhere. Given the analysis proposed here, the examples in 44b would be ex-
 plained if it could be plausibly assumed that the suffixes in these words caused
 the inherent stress on the stem to be removed. As a matter of fact, there are a
 number of suffixes which produce words with desinential stress regardless of
 whether the stem has inherent stress or not. An example is the noun-forming
 suffix -ac:

 (45) stressed stems: cyrkdY 'acrobat', rifmd& 'poetaster', trjukdc 'stuntman'.
 stressless stems [+Oxy]: izbdc 'village librarian', trubdc 'trumpeter',

 gorbdc 'hunchback'.
 stressless stems [- Oxy]: golovdc 'big-headed one', boroddc 'bearded one',

 nosd6 'big-nosed one'.

 Other suffixes having this property are:

 (46) -dk: rybdk 'fisherman', sibirjdk 'Siberian', ivnjdk 'osier bed'.
 -un: plakin 'crybaby', bryzgfin 'splasher', pakuin 'dauber'.
 -ez: kartez 'card-playing', grabez 'robbery', galdez 'din'.

 In order to handle the above cases, we must assume that the re-adjustment rules
 include one which causes stems to lose ttress. The STRESS DELETION rule, like
 Blocking and Retraction, affects only an idiosyncratic set of words, e.g. those
 formed with particular affixes, or even a small subset of those formed with a
 given affix.

 Having added the Stress Deletion rule to the morphology, we can now handle
 the counter-examples with stressed stems such as those in 44b(a). To extend
 our analysis to the examples in 44b(3), we need only indicate that these adjec-
 tives are also subject to Metatony.

 Incidentally, it appears that words with foreign stems have a strong tendency
 to be subject to Metatony if their stems end in a consonant cluster, e.g. tigr6vy
 'tiger', metr6vyj 'meter', fruktdvyj 'fruit', produktovyj 'grocery', potdovyj 'postal'.
 But there are exceptions to this, e.g. birzevoj 'stock exchange' (cf. 44b). The
 suffixes [bn] and [bsk] show behavior similar to that of -ov.

 The next set of cases that must be considered are adjectives where the stress
 is on the stem if the stem is acute, on the suffix if the stem is non-acute:

 (47) a. sdxaristyj, muskulistyj, fosforistyj, fasonistyj, figuristyj, brjunetistyj,
 bolvdnistyj, azotistyj, bolotistiyj, zel6zistyj, porodistyj, k6zistyj,
 rozistyj, tumdnistyj.

 b. lesistyj, voloknistyj, ple6istyj, kamenistyj, l'distyj, ledjanistyj, pla-
 menfstyj, kremnistyj, derevjanistyj, vodjanistyj, uzlistyj, cvetistyj,
 zolotistyj, serebristyj, golosistyj, kolosistyj, sneiistyj, xvostistyj,
 smolistyj, kostistyj.

 It is obvious that we cannot assume that suffixes of this type have inherent stress:
 if they did, the stress should appear on the suffix regardless of the stem, thus
 contradicting the examples in 47a. These examples require that the suffixes be
 stressless. But if the suffix is assumed to be stressless, then we are unable to
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 account for the examples in 47b, for these examples would then be subject to
 the Oxy rule, which would supply them with desinential stress. The problem
 that faces us is to find a device that will allow us to obtain the correct stress in

 both 47a and 47b, and at the same time require only a minimal perturbation in
 the system of rules outlined so far.

 Given the above framework, these facts can be handled in one of two ways
 (cf. the discussion in ?4.33 above). On the one hand, we may simply assume
 that these adjectives are subject to Metatony, and therefore will always exhibit
 pre-desinential stress, where stress on the desinence would otherwise be expected.
 Alternatively we may assume that these adjectives have internal constituent
 structure like the participles exemplified in 32 above; i.e.,

 (48) [[saxar+ist]+oj] 'saccharine', [[golos+ist]+oj] 'vocal'.
 The derivation of the stress contours then proceeds in the manner outlined in
 the discussion of the participles in 32. As I know of no evidence that might de-
 cide between these alternatives, I leave the question open for the present. Ac-
 centual behavior quite similar to that of adjectives with -ist is exhibited by
 adjectives with the suffix -liv:

 (49) stressed stems: v'jfzlivyj 'stormy', s6vestlivyj 'conscientious', zdlostlivyj
 'pitiful'.

 stressless stems: dozdlivyj 'rainy', smazlivyj 'pretty', stydlivyj 'shame-
 ful'.

 The choice between the two alternative analyses above is not available to
 us in the case of adjectives in -cat:

 (50) a. Six adjectives have suffixal stress: stolbcdtyj 'columnar', zub&dtyj
 'cogged', trojcdtyj 'tripartite', xlopcdtyj 'cotton', krup6dtyj
 'grainy', bruscdtyj 'bar'.

 b. The rest have pre-suffixal stress:
 (a) stressed stems: sustdvcatyj 'articulated', koln6atyj 'bent',

 nadryv&atyj 'hysterical'.
 (,B) stressless stems: guibatyj 'spongy', bor6zd6atyj 'furrowed',

 kordbcatyj 'arched'.

 As noted in the discussion of the accentuation of participles (?4.33), given the
 system of rules for which we have been able to find independent motivation, we
 cannot get stress on the second syllable before the desinence (cf. 50b) except by
 attributing internal constituent structure to the word and at the same time
 letting it undergo Metatony. I shall therefore represent all adjectives in 50 as
 having internal constituent structure as follows:

 (51) a. [[stolb+6at]+oj] 'columnar'
 b. (a) [[sustAv+6at]+oj] 'articulated'

 (,) [[borozd+6at]+oj] 'furrowed'.

 I shall assume that 51a differs from 51b(Q) in that the latter, but not the former
 (and for that matter, none of the adjectives listed in 50a), is subject to Metatony.

 5.2. THE ACCENTUATION OF SUFFIXED NOUNS. Nouns present fundamentally
 the same picture as adjectives. There is, first, a series of suffixes with inherent
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 stress, which preserve the stress in all inflectional forms, e.g.:
 (52) -dn: lobdn, golovdn, duvdn, puzdn, velikdn, ugkdn, kozdn, gorldn,

 bratdn, brjuxdn, ugan (all non-acute stems except bratdn [but
 brat6k] and gorldn [g6rlo]).

 -zxa: vekovzxa, golodzxa, molodixa, ploddxa, ryzdxa, skakixa, potas-
 kzxa, beluxa, vos'mzxa, grjaznuxa, svinzixa, volnixa, krasnixa,
 vesnzixa, serpixa, sypuxa, strjapizxa, starzxa, svetilxa, SeltMxa.

 -jdga: simpatjdga, rabotjdga, zdorovjdga, skupjdga, dobrjdga, xitrjdga.

 A list of additional suffixes with inherent stress is given by Red'kin (1964b: 119).
 Among these are:

 (53) -6j: bogatej 'wealthy man'; -tjdj: lentjdj 'lazy one'; -dka: zevdka 'idler';
 -juga: zverjzga 'animal' (augmentative); -6nja: tixonja 'demure one.

 When suffixes without inherent stress are added to stems, the accentuation of
 the word is determined by the stem: if the stem is stressed, the word has stress
 on the same vowel; if the stem is stressless, the word has stress on the desinence.20
 As shown below, MASCULINE nouns formed with the diminutive suffix [,k] ex-
 hibit the predicted behavior:21

 (54) a. stressed stems: gor6ski 'peas', otr&zki 'snips', or&ki 'nuts', mondaki
 'monks', bardnki 'sheep'.

 b. stressless stems: pastuski 'shepherds', korobki 'small bast boxes'
 (from korob6k), porogki 'powder', gorodki 'towns', voloski 'hair',
 culki 'stockings'.

 Quite similar accentual behavior is encountered with non-diminutive nouns
 formed with the suffix -nik/-ik:22

 (55) a. stressed stems: otli6niki 'best students', zdpadniki 'Westernizers',
 rab6tniki 'workers', uddrniki 'shock workers', razbojniki 'rob-
 bers'.

 b. stressless stems: provodniki 'conductors', balovniki 'spoiled children',
 bludniki 'fornicators', uceniki 'students', vypuskniki 'graduates'.

 Nouns that are formed with the suffix [ov+ik] have desinential stress, re-
 gardless of the stress contour of the adjective from which they are derived, e.g.
 buroviki 'well-drilling engineers' < buravdj 'drilling'; duboviki 'oak mushrooms' <
 dubdvyj 'oaken'; kadroviki 'cadre' < kddrovyj 'cadre'. Nouns formed with the
 suffix [ov+nik], on the other hand, stress the stem when the underlying adjective
 has stem stress, and stress the suffix [ov+nik] when the stem of the underlying

 20 There are a few exceptions to this generalization. In particular, there are words that
 have bases with inherent stress but that exhibit desinential rather than stem stress: rac6k
 'crayfish', flaz6k 'flag', kofeek 'coffee', saxarok 'sugar', lacok 'varnish' (all diminutives).
 We shall assume that the irregularity here is due to the fact that, in these words, base
 stress is removed before the suffix [%k] with the help of the Stress Deletion rule postulated
 above in order to handle the examples cited in 45-46. The only difference between the words
 under discussion here and those in 45-46 is that for the latter Stress Deletion is general;
 but in words formed with the suffix [ak] Stress Deletion applies only as an exception.

 21 The forms cited here and below are nom. pl., as this form makes certain accentual
 facts more evident than does the nom. sg., the traditional citation form of nouns.

 22 The diminutive suffix -ik elicits quite different accentual behavior; see 60-61 below.
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 adjective is stressless, e.g. mdkovniki 'poppyseed cakes' < mdkovyj 'poppy';
 terndvniki 'geese' < ternvyj 'thorny'; polkovniki 'colonels' < polkovdj 'regimental'
 (cf. Svedova 1970, ?123). In the framework developed here, the nouns in [ov+ik]
 will be treated like the nouns in -ac or -ak (see 45-46 above); i.e., it will be as-
 sumed that the suffix causes the stem to be destressed. As a result, these nouns
 will have desinential stress everywhere. Nouns with the suffix [ov+nik], on the
 other hand, will be analysed as having internal constituent structure, e.g.
 [[mak+ov]+nik+y] 'poppyseed cakes', [[polk+ov]+nik+y] 'colonels'. The
 rules given above will then generate the correct stress contours (cf. the dis-
 cussion in ?4.33 above, as well as the comments at the end of this section.)

 Whereas the masculine nouns just surveyed have desinential stress, the cor-
 responding feminine nouns have pre-desinential stress. Compare the words in
 56b with their counterparts in 54b, or those in 57b with their counterparts in
 55b:

 (56) a. stressed stems: jdgodki 'berries', kfikolki 'dolls', komnatki 'rooms',
 dzbucki 'primers', mond?ki 'nuns'.

 b. stressless stems: pastuski 'shepherdesses', kazdcki 'Cossack women',
 korobki 'boxes', gol6vki 'heads', skovorddki 'pans'.

 (57) a. stressed stems: otliMnicy 'best students', zdpadnicy 'Westernizers',
 rab6tnicy 'workers', uddrnicy 'shock workers', razb6jnicy 'rob-
 bers'.

 b. stressless stems: provodnicy 'conductors', balovnicy 'spoiled girls',
 bludnicy 'fornicators', u&enicy 'students', vypusknicy 'graduates'.

 In the framework developed here, the above facts can readily be accounted for
 by postulating the following:

 (58) Feminine nouns formed with the suffixes [*k] and -(n)ic are subject to
 Metatony.

 The stress contours of the nom. pl. pastziki 'shepherdesses' and balovnicy 'spoiled
 girls' are then derived from strings which, after the application of the Oxy and
 S-Distribution rules, appear as

 (59) [past+dix+ik+y], [bal+6v+nfc+y].
 The Metatony rule then destresses the final vowel, and the correct stress contour
 is readily generated by the Destressing rule. Note in this connection that the
 genitive plural of the words in 56b is without exception subject to Metatony-B,
 e.g. pastziek 'shepherdesses', korobok 'boxes', golovok 'heads'. This fact is im-
 portant evidence in favor of the Metatony rule in the formulation proposed above.

 The difference between masculine and feminine nouns embodied in 58 il-

 luminates in an interesting fashion the whole system of derivational morphology,
 when certain additional facts are considered. There are suffixes which cause
 stress to be placed on the syllable immediately before the suffix. Here are some
 examples of diminutives formed with the suffix -ik:

 (60) slovdriki 'dictionaries', fondriki 'lanterns', topdriki 'cities', c6xliki
 covers', o6ktiki 'elbows'.

 Cases such as these can be treated in one of two alternative ways. On the one
 hand, we can make changes in the stress rules; e.g., we might somehow extend
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 the Metatony rule so that it retracts stress not only from word-final syllables,
 but from other suffixes as well; or we might add a new rule to the grammar
 that applies only to words formed with the suffix -ik. Alternatively, we can
 design the underlying representations of these words in such a fashion that the
 present rules will yield the correct output. In particular, it might be proposed
 that the diminutive suffix -ik is not added to stems directly, but rather that a
 nested constituent structure of the following type is formed:

 (61) [[slov+ar,lN+ik+y]N 'dictionaries'.
 Given this structure, the phonological rules-in particular the Oxy and Metatony
 rules-are allowed to apply cyclically first to the innermost constituent, and
 subsequently in order to each larger constituent. In 61 the Oxy rule will apply
 then first to the string [slov+ar], and place stress on the second vowel. The
 remaining rules will have no effect on the stress placement, so that the word
 will appear in the output with the stress contour indicated in 60.

 The choice between the two alternatives thus turns on the relative merits of

 a solution requiring the postulation of internal constituent structure of the
 words vs. a solution in which a new context is added to the Metatony rule. The
 examples below show that the new context will be fairly complicated:

 (62) d6ddiSki 'rains', Miicki 'siskins', prysciki 'pimples', nd6i6ki 'legs' (all
 diminutives).

 If the words are to be represented as linear strings without internal constituent
 structure, they will be subject to the Oxy rule; thus, subsequent to the applica-
 tion of the S-Distribution rule, we will encounter strings such as

 (63) [d6zd,+fk+,k+-] 'rains' (dim.)
 The new context to be added to the Metatony rule would therefore have to
 destress not only the suffix -ik and the desinence immediately following it, but
 also any suffixes intervening between -ik and the desinence. While the former
 extension of the Metatony rule might perhaps be countenanced, the latter ex-
 tension clearly suggests that we are not on the right track here. The solution
 by means of word-internal constituent structure is a more straightforward
 alternative, especially if one can assume-as one apparently must-that words
 with internal constituent structure are a standard part of the language.

 The advantages of the proposed solution become even clearer when the fol-
 lowing facts are considered. In masculine nouns with stressless stems, when a
 suffix consisting of yer + consonant-e.g. [+ak+], [+bC+]-is added to a
 stem ending with a suffix of the form yer + consonant, the stress of the resulting
 word is placed on the last yer of the stem. Compare, for example, these two sets
 of nom. pl. forms:

 (64) a. culki 'stockings', porogki 'powders', voloski 'hairs' (dim.)
 b. cul6cki 'stockings' (dim.), porogecki 'powders' (dim.), volosocki

 'hairs' (dim.)

 In view of the immediately preceding discussion of the treatment of suffixes
 such as [+ik+], the natural suggestion for handling the examples in 64b is to
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 assign constituent structure to them:

 (65) [[6ul+-Bk]+ak+y] 'stockings', [[porox+-k]+-k+y] 'powders',
 [[volos+ k]+ak-k+y] 'hairs'.

 In other words, to the list of the constituent-forming suffixes we add suffixes
 of the form [+-C+] when these are added to stems ending with suffixes of the
 form [+-BC+].

 Consider now the following examples, which are like those in 64 in every
 respect except that the nouns are feminine:23

 (66) gol6vocki 'heads', v6do&ki 'waters', dyrocki 'holes', borddocki 'beards',
 lfno6ki 'moons' (all diminutives).

 In view of the discussion above, we should expect these words to have under-
 lying representations like

 (67) [[golov+--k]+ lk+y] 'heads', [[dyr+aLk]+ak+y] 'holes'.
 Unfortunately, these representations will not yield the correct output; all of
 them will end up with penultimate stress, i.e. *golovy6ki *dyr6jki. We recall
 now that, according to 58, feminine nouns of this type are subject to Metatony;
 i.e. to a rule which destresses the last vowel in a word. If Metatony were al-
 lowed to apply to the forms under discussion, the first pass through the cycle
 would produce the correct stress contour:

 (68) [[gol ov+ak]+-bk+y]
 S OXY

 S S S-DISTR
 S S -S METATONY

 not applicable OxY
 S-DISTR
 METATONY

 gol6vocki OTHER RULES
 Consider the alternative solution without constituent structure. We would

 have to state in the suffix-destressing rule that a suffix of the form [bC] is de-
 stressed in masculine nouns if preceded by a suffix of the form [iC], and in fem-
 inine nouns if FOLLOWED by such a suffix. Moreover, we should have no way of
 connecting these facts with the obviously related fact that feminine nouns formed
 with certain suffixes are subject to Metatony (cf. 58). In the solution proposed
 here, all these facts are handled in a uniform fashion as just shown. I conclude
 from this that the proposed solution which assigns constituent structure to

 23 Neuter nouns are subject to Metatony much less regularly than feminine nouns. Thus,
 with the suffix [+Lc] we get two distinct treatments: derevcd 'sapling', ozerco 'lake' (dim.),
 pivc6 'beer' (dim.), sel'c6 'village' (dim.), vinc6 'wine' (dim.); but also vor6tca 'gate' (dim.),
 del'ce 'affair' (dim.) This vacillation with regard to Metatony is also observable with
 compound suffixes; e.g. ok6deEko 'window' (dim.) but slov6ko 'word' (dim.), serdecko 'heart'
 (dim.), mestg6ko 'place' (dim.) The different treatments appear connected with the differ-
 ence in derivational suffixes; we have [kk+-k] in ok6de6ko but [Lc+Lk] in slovecko. Note
 that dbla6ko 'cloud' (dim.) is a true circumflex as shown by pl. obla6kd; the same is true of
 ddrevco 'sapling'.
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 certain words is to be preferred over the alternative that treats all words as
 linear strings of morphemes.24

 5.3. THE ACCENTUATION OF DERIVED VERBS. The accentual patterns found in
 derived verbs are much like those found in other major classes of words. As
 before, we find that the stress contour is determined largely by the accentual
 characteristics of the verb stem and suffixes that compose the word; and in cer-
 tain instances we find that verbs have stress contours which can be accounted

 for most simply by postulating constituent structure internal to the word.
 The simplest case is that of suffixes with inherent stress: here the stress re-

 mains on the suffix in all forms of the word. A suffix with inherent stress is the

 imperfectivizing suffix -aj:

 (69) a. stressed stem: prigotovljdjet (pf. prigotdvit) 'prepare', zarezdjet (pf.
 zar6zet) 'slaughter', sozrevdjet (pf. sozr6jet) 'mature'.

 b. stressless stem: razresdjet (pf. razresit) 'solve', objasndjet (pf. objas-
 nit) 'explain', pomogdjet (pf. pomogu, pom6zet) 'help'.

 Most verbal suffixes are stressless, and therefore form words where the stress
 is fixed on the stem when the stem possesses inherent stress; when the stem is
 without inherent stress, the stress on the suffixed verb may be desinential, pre-
 desinential, or (in certain cases) on the verb stem. Since verbs formed with the
 suffix [+i+] have been studied in considerable detail (cf. Red'kin 1965, 1970)
 and since these verbs exhibit a very wide range of possibilities, we shall begin
 our investigation with them.

 For a very large class of verbs, the stress contour is derived by this simple
 rule: stem stress if the stem has inherent stress, and desinential stress (pre-
 desinential in the past tense and infinitive, cf. ?4.2 above) if the stem is with-
 out inherent stress. Thus we have:

 (70) a. stems with inherent stress: partizdnit', morozit', mucit', pedtlit',
 mozolit', gotdvit', ldkomit', parsivit', lukdvit', mnd6it'.

 b. stems without inherent stress: carit', petuMit', smolit', sledit', golosit',
 rodnit', tolstit', tesnit', cernit', mertvit'.

 The examples in 70a have desinential stress in present tense and imperative
 forms, and pre-desinential stress in the past tense and the infinitive. A fair num-
 ber of verbs of this type are subject to Metatony in their present forms (cf. 71
 for examples). It has been proposed by Stang 1957 that the differences between
 the accentual patterns of the verbs in 70b and those in 71 are caused by the
 fact that the base nouns have different stress patterns. Stang proposes a verb-
 analog to 'Hartmann's Law' for adjectives (see above, ?5.1); i.e., he claims that
 when the base noun has Oxy stress everywhere, the derived verb is subject to
 Metatony in the present tense, whereas when the base noun is 'circumflex' (i.e.
 not subject to the Oxy rule in some case forms), the derived verb exhibits pure
 desinential stress in the present tense. Unfortunately, this claim, like 'Hart-

 24 In spite of superficial resemblance, the words ndvolo6ka 'pillow case' (dim.) and pr6vo-
 locka 'wire' (dim.) are not instances of words formed with the suffix sequence [a-k+--k].
 The underlying nouns ndvoloka and provoloka clearly show that the pre-desinential vowel is
 part of the stem, not part of the pre-desinential suffix [ak].
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 mann's Law', cannot be maintained. I cite below in 71a counter-examples where
 verbs that are subject to Metatony are derived from nouns that are not pure
 oxytones; and in 71b, verbs with consistent desinential stress in the present
 tense which are derived from nouns that are pure oxytones.

 (71) a. 'Circumflex' stems subject to Metatony (3sg. forms): gor6dit
 'fence', (cf. gdrod 'town'); k6sit 'mow' (kdsu 'scythe'); kr6dit
 'crumble' (kroxu 'crumb'); krizit 'circle' (krmigu, krugdm 'circle');
 oblok6titsja 'lean on one's elbow' (ldktju, loktjdm 'elbow').

 b. 'Oxytone' stems not subject to Metatony (3sg. forms): stydit
 'shame', carit 'rule', petusit 'fume', doidit 'rain', xandrit 'be de-
 pressed', rulit 'taxi', xolostit 'castrate', rodnit 'relate'.

 While it would appear that there is a statistical tendency for verbs derived from
 pure 'oxytone' stems to be subject to Metatony in the present tense, there are
 numerous counter-examples. I am therefore forced to the conclusion that verbs
 with stressless stems must idiosyncratically be marked as being subject or not
 to Metatony.

 A number of exceptions to the regular behavior noted above must be discussed.
 The first of these concerns verbs derived from pure 'oxytone' nouns ending with
 the (stress-deleting) suffixes -ak, -ug, -av, and -yr (cf. 45-46 above). All these
 verbs have stress on the NOUN suffix:

 (72) rybdSit' 'fish', utjuzvit' 'iron', burdvit' 'drill', puzgrit' 'to cause to bubble'.

 To account for the accentuation of these forms, we must assume that the verbs
 have internal constituent structure like this:

 (73) [[rVb+ak]+i+tb] 'fish'.
 The stress on the root ryb is removed by the Stress Deletion rule which is trig-
 gered by the suffixes -ak, -ug, -yr, -av. Then the Oxy rule places stress on the last
 vowel of the innermost constituent -ak. Since no other rules affect the placement
 of the stress, the accentuation of 72 is produced.25

 In addition to derivatives from nouns as shown in 72, a fair number of verbs
 in -i which are derived from unaccented stems nonetheless have stem stress.
 These will also have to be treated like the verbs just reviewed, i.e. by assuming
 internal constituent structure. Among the verbs of this type are

 (74) g6rbit' 'hunch', polnit' 'fill', glddnit' 'stroke', blizit' 'bring near', cislit'
 'count', lddit' 'agree', br6dit' 'rave', prdvit' 'direct'.

 A second class of exceptions among the verbs in -i is the fairly large number of
 verbs with desinential stress that are derived not from stressless stems, but
 rather from stems with inherent stress:

 (75) bombit' 'bomb', burit' 'drill', osvobodit' 'free', jazvit' 'wound', dosadit'
 'vex', pobedit' 'conquer'.

 In these verbs, the verbalizing suffix -i must be presumed to destress the stem,
 with the result that the present (and imperative) forms have desinential stress.

 25 We must also include here the verb granicit' 'border', which is derived from a stress-
 less stem (cf. 56-57 above). If we supply it with the constituent structure [[gran+ic]+i+t'],
 we obtain the correct stress contour.
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 [[kol+es+ov+a]+l+a] [[kol+es+ov+a]+e+t]
 OxY S S
 S-DISTR S S S S S S
 METATONY

 OXY

 S-DISTR
 METATONY

 ov- uj uj
 V-TRUNC 0
 DESTRESS --S -S -S -S

 OUTPUT kolesovdla kolesijet
 'broke on the wheel' 'breaks on the wheel'

 TABLE 16

 The suffix -ej exhibits rather simpler accentual behavior than does -i. Verbs
 formed with this suffix never have desinential stress: stress always falls either
 on the suffix, when the stem has no inherent stress, or on the stem if it has in-
 herent stress. We can obtain this accentuation readily if we postulate that verbs
 of this class have internal constituent structure, e.g. [[o+balvan+ej]+tb] 'be-
 come a blockhead' and [[molod+ej]+tb] 'grow younger':

 (76) stressed stems: rzdvet' 'rust', obalvdnet' 'become a blockhead', ber6menet'
 'become pregnant', obzitret' 'dawn'.

 stressless stems: zvergt' 'be brutalized', vdov6t' 'widow', molodWt' 'be-
 come younger', xoro~t' 'become prettier', steklen6t' 'become glassy',
 bagrenet' 'shine crimson'.

 In a small number of verbs, the inherent stress of the stem is eliminated, result-
 ing in stress on the suffix instead of the stem:

 (77) bogat&t' 'become rich', lilovft' 'turn lilac', rozovet' 'turn pink'.

 The suffix -aj, when not used as an imperfectivizing marker (on these uses,
 see 69a above), behaves in a manner completely parallel to -ej. When the stem
 is stressed, stress remains on the stem; when the stem is stressless, the suffix
 -aj receives the stress:

 (78) stressed stems: zdvtrakat' 'breakfast', rab6tat' 'work', ob6dat' 'dine',
 izinat' 'sup'.

 stressless stems: muzdt' 'reach manhood', dorozdt' 'raise in price',
 kozyrjdt' 'trump', dicdt' 'run wild', meStdt' 'dream'.

 As in verbs with the suffix -ej, I shall assume that verbs with the suffix -aj have
 internal constituent structure. Observe that the alternative account-i.e. that
 these verbs are subject to Metatony, but have no internal constituent structure-
 is excluded for such verbs as delat' 'to do'. As shown by the accent of the re-
 lated plural noun deld, the stem of this verb must be stressless. The Metatony
 rule can only retract stress by one syllable; hence, to obtain the correct stress
 contour, we must assume the constituent structure of 79 and mark this, addi-
 tionally, as being subject to Metatony:

 (79) [[del+aj]+tb].
 The verbalizing suffix [ov+a] differs from the preceding in two respects. First,

 when the desinence begins with a vowel, -ov is replaced by -uj. Second, the vowel
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 -a which terminates the verbalizing suffix is truncated before desinences begin-
 ning with a vowel. As a result, when the stress in the underlying representation
 is assigned to the suffix vowel -a, the stress will appear on the preceding syllable
 when the vowel in question is truncated. A different syllable will, therefore, be
 stressed in past forms than in the present tense.

 Verbs formed with the suffix [ov+a] never exhibit desinential stress. I shall
 account for this fact exactly in the same fashion as above, by saying that verbs
 of this type have internal constituent structure. As shown in Table 16, this will
 result in the correct stress contours.

 Examples of the stress contours of these verbs are:

 (80) a. stressed stems: rddovat' 'please', besodovat' 'converse', sovetovat'
 'advise', komdndovat' 'order', pdl'zovat' 'use', rdtovat' 'fight'.

 b. stressless stems: kolesovdt' 'break on the wheel', toskovdt' 'be sad',
 pustovdt' 'be tenantless', golosovdt' 'vote', vradovdt' 'doctor',
 balovdt' 'spoil'.

 The stress of the present forms has been accounted for in Table 16. We need,
 therefore, note only the exceptions to the above treatment. For a very large
 class of mainly foreign stems, the suffix [ov+a] causes stress deletion; these
 verbs then have stress contours like those cited in 80b:

 (81) arestovdt' 'arrest', protestovdt' 'protest', startovdt' 'start', osnovdt' 'found'.

 Moreover, verbs formed with the suffixes [+ir+ov+a] and [iz+ov+a] have
 fixed stress on the suffixes as shown:

 (82) fotografirovat' 'photograph', telegrafirovat' 'wire', montirovat' 'mount',
 paralizovdt' 'paralyse', realizovdt' 'realize', nejtralizovdt' 'neutralize'.

 Finally, there is a small number of verbs with stressless stems which nonetheless
 have stress on the stem. These verbs will be assumed to have internal constituent
 structure as follows:

 (83) [[sled]+ov+a+ta] sldovat' 'follow'.
 Most of the verbs of this class are formed from nouns with the suffix -stv:

 (84) vldstvovat' 'rule', cestvovat' 'honor', cdrstvovat' 'rule', sirdtstvovat' 'be
 orphaned'.
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